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Great European drives 
for an afternoon or a weekend

Summer 
road trips

Amsterdam
photography
“Massimo Vitali” shows the large
scale works of Italian photographer
Massimo Vitali (born 1944).

Foam
Until Sept. 9
% 31-20-5516-500
www.foam.nl

Avignon
festival
“Festival d’Avignon 2009” includes in-
ternational contemporary drama and
dance performances.

Festival d’Avignon
Until July 27
% 33-4-9027-6650
www.festival-avignon.com

Barcelona
art
“Mistaken Identity by The Hilton
Brothers” exhibits 65 photgraphic
works by the American artist duo The
Hilton Brothers.

La Casa Encendida
Until Aug. 30
% 34-902-4303-22
www.lacasaencendida.es

Basel
art
“Franz West” presents 18 sculptures
and installations by the Austrian artist
Franz West (born 1947).

Fondation Beyeler
Until Sept. 6
% 41-61-6459-700
www.beyeler.com

Berlin
art
“Free within Limits: Fashion, Photogra-
phy, Underground in the GDR 1979-89”
explores East Germany’s fashion sub-
culture.

Kunstgewerbemuseum
Until Sept. 13
% 49-30-2664-2304-0
www.smb.museum

Bonn
art
“Christ Imagery Among Artists in the
Rhine/Ruhr Region—Moderns Redis-
cover the Sacred 1910-1930” examines
portraits of Christ by German artists.

August Macke Haus
Until Sept. 13
% 49-228-6555-31
www.august-macke-haus.de

Brussels
art
“Fading” shows 40 works by contem-
porary Belgian artists, including paint-
ings and photographs by Luc Tuy-
mans (born 1958), Michael Borremans
(born 1963), Cindy Wright (born 1972)
and others.

Ixelles Museum
Until Sept. 13
% 32-2-515-6421
www.museedixelles.be

Budapest
photography
“Robert Capa” presents over 200 im-
ages by the Hungarian war photogra-
pher (1913-1954).

Ludwig Museum
of Contemporary Art
Until Oct. 11
% 36-1-5553-444
www.ludwigmuseum.hu

Dublin
music
“Haydn: A Bicentenary Celebration” pre-
sents an original autographed score of

one of Austrian composer Joseph
Haydn’s (1732-1809) cello concertos
and several first editions of his pub-
lished works.

Chester Beatty Library
Until Aug. 2
% 353-1-4070-750
www.cbl.ie

Edinburgh
art
“Paul & Nusch Eluard and Surrealism”
displays works by surrealist poet Paul
Eluard (1895-1952), highlighting his
friendship with his wife Maria Benz,
known as Nusch (1906-46).

Scottish National Gallery of
Modern Art and the Dean Gallery
Until Sept. 27
% 44-13-1624-6336
www.nationalgalleries.org

Helsinki
art
“Surrealism and Beyond” explores the
history and ideas of Surrealism with a
selection of work by Man Ray
(1890-1976), Max Ernst (1891-1976),
Francis Picabia (1879-1953), Salvador
Dalí (1904-89) and others.

Tennis Palace Art Museum
Until Sept. 22
% 358-9-3108-7031
taidemuseo.fi

London
history
“Henry’s Women” shows personal ob-
jects and portraits of Henry VIII’s
wives, including a lock of Kateryn
Parr’s hair and a music book written
for Anne Boleyn by one of her alleged
lovers.

Hampton Court Palace
Until Aug. 3
% 44-2031-6660-00
www.hrp.org.uk

Madrid
photography
“China: Portrait of a Country
(1949-2008)” illustrates the history of
China with images by 88 photogra-
phers.

Casa Asia Centre
Until Oct. 31
% 34-91-4202-303
casaasia.es

art
“View and Plan of Toledo” exhibits the
painting “View and Plan of Toledo” by
El Greco (1541-1614), alongside his
works “Saint Sebastian,” “Saint An-
drew and Saint Francis” and “Saint
Bernard.”

Museo Nacional del Prado
Until Nov. 1
% 34-91-3302-800
www.museodelprado.es

Montreux
music
“Montreux Jazz Festival” stages perfor-
mances by Marianne Faithfull, BB
King, Lily Allen, Steely Dan, McCoy
Tyner Trio, Jamie Cullum, George Ben-
son, John Fogerty, Seal, Grace Jones
and others.

Montreux Jazz Festival
Until July 18
% 41-900-800-800
www.montreuxjazz.com

Nice
music
“Nice Jazz Festival 2009” features con-
certs by Sonny Rollins, Alain Clark,
Tracy Chapman, BB King, James Tay-
lor, Chick Corea and others.

Nice Jazz Festival
July 18-25
% 33-8926-8362-2
www.nicejazzfestival.fr

Paris
art
“Laurent de La Hyre 1606-1656” dis-
plays 30 drawings by the French Ba-
roque artist Laurent de la Hyre,
founder of the French Royal Academy
of Painting and Sculpture.

Musée du Louvre
Until Sept. 21
% 33-1-4020-5050
www.louvre.fr

art
“Max Ernst, ‘A Week of Kindness’—the
Original Collages” shows works by Ger-
man Surrealist artist Max Ernst
(1891-1976) from his famous collage
novel “A Week of Kindness,” published
1934 in Paris.

Musée d’Orsay
Until Sept. 13
% 33-1-4049-4814
www.musee-orsay.fr

Perugia
music
“Umbria Jazz Festival 2009” includes
performances by Paolo Conte, Steely
Dan, Simply Red and others.

Associazione Umbria Jazz
Until July 19
% 39-075-573-2432
www.umbriajazz.com

Rotterdam
music
“North Sea Jazz Festival 2009” in-
cludes performances by BB King,
George Benson, Duffy, Burt Bacharach,
Charlie Haden and Seal.

Until July 12
% 31-900-1010-2020
www.northseajazz.com

Stockholm
music
“Stockholm Jazz Festival 2009” fea-
tures The Blind Boys of Alabama,
Joss Stone, Little Feat, Allen Toussaint
and others.

July 15-July 19
% 46-8-4403-090
www.stockholmjazz.com

Venice
art
“Robert Rauschenberg: Gluts” exhibits
a selection of 40 sculptures by the
American artist Robert Rauschenberg
(1925-2008) made up of found metal
objects such as gas-station signs and
auto parts.

Peggy Guggenheim Collection
Until Sept. 20
% 39-041-2405-411
www.guggenheim-venice.it

Vienna
dance
“Impulstanz 2009” presents contempo-
rary dance performances, including Ro-
sas group with Anne Teresa De Keers-
maeker in “The Song,” Chris Haring
and liquid loft & Jin Xing Dance The-
atre staging “Lovely Liquid Lounge,”
Ultima Vez & alt-rock band dEUS in
“NieuwZwart” and others.

July 16-Aug. 16
% 43-1-5235-558
www.impulstanz.com

Source: ArtBase Global Arts News Ser-
vice, WSJE research.

Top, Man Ray’s ‘Photograph of
Observatory Time—The Lovers’
(1932-34/1964), in Helsinki; above,
‘Xwhy’ (2005) by the Hilton Brothers,
in Barcelona.
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On the Waterfront / by Brendan Emmett Quigley & Francis Heaney

THE JOURNAL CROSSWORD / Edited by Mike Shenk

Last Week’s Solution

WSJ.com

Crossword online
For an interactive 

version of The Wall 
Street Journal Crossword, 

WSJ.com subscribers 
can go to 

WSJ.com/WeekendJournal

Across
 1 Malia’s little sister
 6 City on a bay, 

informally
 12 Yard sale caution
 16 Penultimate

letter
 19 Typeface that 

resembles 
Helvetica

 20 Overhaul

 21 Crème caramel : 
France :: ___ : Spain

 22 Part of many 
California place 
names

 23 Dockworkers’ 
urgings?

 25 Warbird fliers in 
the “Star Trek” 
universe

 27 Fended off

 28 Live
 29 “Where should we 

catch crawfish?” 
reply, perhaps?

 30 Lime layer
 31 Ancient assembly 

places
 33 Georgia O’Keeffe 

Museum home
 34 The Bermuda 

Triangle, e.g.?

 37 Abbreviation in the 
lyrics of Aretha’s 
“Respect”

 39 Stock response?
 40 U. of Md.’s league
 41 Moviefone’s owner
 42 Get a bad mark on?
 44 “The Playboy of the 

Western World” 
playwright

 48 Blasted

 51 “You’ll never get me to fund 
the TVA!”?

 54 Hardened
 55 Bullet follower
 56 Went out
 57 Usher’s offering
 58 Dried out
 59 Sharp ridges
 61 Org. led by Baryshnikov 

in the 1980s
 62 Unisex fragrance introduced 

in 1996
 63 Scottish body of water that 

connects to another?
 67 Columbo portrayer
 70 Hosp. areas
 71 Harangue
 72 Turn color, maybe
 76 License number?
 77 Colleague of Safer, Kroft 

and Pelley
 79 Jumble
 80 “It’d be my pleasure”
 81 Jetty support, for example?
 84 Pixar’s Lightning McQueen, 

for one
 85 Yemen’s capital
 86 Massive athletes
 87 Work between the wings
 88 USSR successor
 89 ___ de coeur
 91 Autonomous computer 

program
 92 Conversation about 

a narrow channel?
 96 Subject studied 

by Isaac Newton
 100 Aaron Burr’s birthplace
 102 Fare
 103 Laborer near the mouth 

of a river?
 105 Shiny-leafed plant
 106 Fancy
 109 Succeeds
 110 Protection for a stream?
 112 “The Faerie Queene” woman
 113 Anaheim Angels owner 

Moreno
 114 Control
 115 Some options

 116 Stroke
 117 Oenophile’s concern
 118 Model of the solar system
 119 It may have a pilot

Down
 1 Football tackle Warren 

who competed on 
“Dancing With the Stars”

 2 La Scala solo
 3 Group founded

by John Muir
 4 Singer Emmylou
 5 Kind of skiing
 6 Wilma’s hubby
 7 Court matter
 8 “We’re on”
 9 Grow sick of
 10 Apple gizmo
 11 Corrida call
 12 Natural hairstyle
 13 Applies the brakes
 14 2001 Sean Penn film
 15 Like some pliers
 16 Desert basin
 17 Dusty Springfield’s 

“___ a Preacher Man”
 18 Progeny
 24 Ejection penalty in soccer
 26 One of Michael’s sisters
 29 Goddess of dark places
 31 Feel awful
 32 Env. abbreviation
 34 Wise guys
 35 Thrifty prefix
 36 Heavy weight
 38 Groups of swingers?
 42 Every so often
 43 Eat like a rabbit

 45 Sask. neighbor
 46 Duds
 47 One-named supermodel
 49 Inferior merchandise
 50 Windows Vista theme
 51 Rte. from Santa Monica 

to Jacksonville
 52 Coup ___
 53 Kill, in a way
 55 Place to get stout
 59 “Star Trek” director J.J.
 60 Starbucks logo creature
 62 Bisque fleck
 64 John P. Marquand’s 

fictional secret agent
 65 Hops-drying kiln
 66 Everglades snapper
 67 Website conveniences
 68 Orinoco makeup
 69 Spare
 73 Minor misdeed
 74 Web biz
 75 From Oslo, to natives
 77 Run off
 78 West ___ (highest 

point in County Fife)

 80 Queen born in 
100-Across

 82 Blue blood vessels?
 83 Third of a triad
 84 Camcorder maker
 87 Sanctuary
 90 Arrival phrase
 92 ___-faire
 93 “Have a taste!”
 94 Talking points
 95 Pawed
 96 Make sense
 97 Soprano Mitchell
 98 Slippage preventer
 99 Meeting place of 

February 1945
 101 Bell Atlantic

employee
 104 D-back, e.g.
 106 “Teach Your Children” 

group, for short
 107 455, in old Rome
 108 ___quam videri 

(North Carolina motto)
 110 Compadre
 111 Wine aperitif
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By David Mermelstein

Santa Monica, Calif.
How apt that the filmmaker

Agnès Varda chose a house near
the sea in which to sit for an in-
terview about her latest, maybe
final, motion picture: “Les Plages
d’Agnès” (“The Beaches of Ag-
nès”), which opened last week in
New York and Los Angeles.

The film—a documentary, like
all her work for the past 15
years—is something of a sum-
ming up, a cinematic autobiogra-
phy that touches on Ms. Varda’s
most famous films, her marriage
to the French director Jacques
Demy and a lifelong desire to ex-
plore and prod—all seen through
the prism of the beaches (literal
and metaphoric) that have demar-
cated her extraordinary life.

The Brussels-born Ms. Varda,
now age 81, remains the stout,
grandmotherly figure film lovers
will recall from “The Gleaners
and I” (2000), a playful and pro-
found meditation on consumption
and waste.

Her new film (which she pre-
fers to call a “hybrid” rather than
a documentary, because of some
whimsical set pieces) is more in-
ward-looking, but there is noth-
ing sentimental about it. Tears
are unwelcome even in Ms. Var-
da’s most downbeat films, such
as “Vagabond” (1985), a riveting
account of a female drifter’s de-
mise, or “Le Bonheur” (1965), in
which a mother’s death barely af-
fects her family’s happiness.

“It’s a collage, a free-associa-
tion of ideas,” Ms. Varda said of
“Beaches” over afternoon tea, her

signature short bob evoking a
monk’s tonsure, with gray at the
crown giving way to reddish-
brown bangs. “I introduce many
people I love—friends, advisers, tal-
ent—but there are others I didn’t
mention, like Bernardo Bertolucci,
whom I’ve known since he was 21.
It’s not that this one is important,
and this one is not. It’s the fluidity
of memory, in and out.”

She eschews categories. “I think
we should get rid of genres,” she
said. “I always did documentaries
and features. Documentaries teach
you a lot: to look at people, to get
inspiration, knowledge, courage.
Even people who want to do fic-
tion should do documentaries.”

Ms. Varda, whose family fled
Belgium for France during World
War II, began her career as a still
photographer in the late 1940s,
shooting actors on stage. But
though her photos are accom-
plished, she hungered for some-
thing more.

“I found photography too si-
lent,” she said. “I wrote my
first film like people do poetry
and put it in a drawer, not
thinking I could realize it.” The
film was “La Pointe Courte”
(1954), which alternates be-
tween two narratives—one inti-
mate, the other collective. But the
picture’s milestone status rests on
its anticipation of the French New
Wave later that decade.

Ms. Varda has little patience
for labels. “I’m not part of any-
thing and never was. I had no
training in filmmaking and was
not even a cinephile,” she said, not-
ing that she had seen fewer than
10 movies (among them “Snow

White” and “Children of Para-
dise”) when she made her first.

Yet she never lacked for confi-
dence. “The minute I finished that
film, I was a filmmaker,” she said.

But “La Pointe Courte” did not
make money, and Ms. Varda, hav-
ing started at the top as the
writer-director of a full-length

film, had nowhere to go but
down—or so it seemed until Alain
Resnais, who edited the picture,
suggested an alternative route:
making shorts. By her own count,
Ms. Varda has filmed 17 of them,
from three to 30 minutes each.
She kept making them even after

achieving lasting fame with the
feature “Cleo From 5 to 7” (1962),
her Palme d’Or-nominated, real-
time chronicle of a pop singer
awaiting the results of a biopsy.

Beyond her own work, Ms.
Varda is best known for her rela-
tionship with Jacques Demy, the
writer-director of “The Umbrellas
of Cherbourg” (1964). “It was a
strong love affair,” she said of
their 30-year bond, which eventu-
ally resulted in marriage and two
children. “Sometimes difficult,
but a strong one, yes.”

The relationship, which
ended with Demy’s death in
1990, even surmounted a split in
the early 1980s when the couple
lived in California. “A couple is
a big adventure, and some adven-
tures have adventures within
the adventure,” said Ms. Varda,

attributing the union’s
longevity to a lack of
competition between
the two filmmakers.

“We got the same rec-
ognition even though we

were not doing the same
kinds of cinema,” she

said. “Besides, we
couldn’t be in competition

because I couldn’t do what
he did, even as I admired his

films. And he felt the same.”
Demy was reported to have

died of a cerebral hemorrhage
brought on by leukemia, but Ms.
Varda acknowledges in her new
film, almost matter-of-factly,
that he died of AIDS. “I spoke of
it before, but not on film,” she
said, explaining what changed.
“There was no hope then. You
were condemned to die. You

don’t discuss that. The mentali-
ties are different now.”

In the wake of her husband’s
death, Ms. Varda honored him as
only she could—through film. “Jac-
quot de Nantes” (1991), “The
Young Girls Turn 25” (1993) and
“The World of Jacques Demy”
(1995) together compose a thor-
ough, intimate and deeply felt por-
trait of the man she loved, and
whose memory she continues to
tend dutifully.

Ms. Varda suggests that “The
Beaches of Agnès” may be her
final feature-length film, but
that doesn’t mean she’ll stop cre-
ating. Since 2003, she has
crafted installations that unite
in a single construct still and
motion photography. “I turned
into an artist,” she said with
mock pride. “I’m doing different
things. I’m investigating what au-
diences can get from images and
sounds not in a movie theater.”

Those familiar with this film-
maker’s oeuvre can’t doubt her
sincerity—just her ability to part
from what is essentially her life’s
work. Ultimately, she confides a
certain satisfaction in her genera-
tion’s durability.

“Looking back, I’m impressed
that some of these old guys and
me didn’t stop,” she said, specifi-
cally recalling not just Mr. Resnais,
but also the directors Claude
Chabrol, Eric Rohmer, Jean-Luc Go-
dard and Jacques Rivette, all of
whom continue to make movies.
“We are still inquiring about cin-
ema. Still working, still searching.”

Mr. Mermelstein writes for the Jour-
nal on film and classical music.
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A Cultural Conversation / With Agnès Varda

By Lance Esplund

New York
You do not have to be squea-

mish to dislike the paintings of
Francis Bacon (1909-1992), the
Irish-born British artist who
painted crucified sides of beef;
screaming popes and apes with
gaping mouths; headless bodies,
bodiless heads; and contorted,
copulating figures who resemble
balls of flayed and knotted flesh.
Your aversion to Ba-
con’s work may lie
in how, not what, he
painted. Perhaps
you, like me, favor
formal coherence
over stilted melo-
drama. The French
painter Balthus, who considered
Bacon a great friend, never cared
for his work. Aligning Bacon’s gro-
tesqueries with those of Lucian
Freud, Balthus said in a 1994 inter-
view, “The idea of craft is taken
away. And what has been given is
that strange taste for horror.”

Bacon’s “strange taste for hor-
ror” is on display at the Metropol-
itan Museum of Art, where the
artist is being honored with a cen-
tenary retrospective of some 65
paintings and an equal number of
archival items. The exhibition,
which originated at the Tate Brit-
ain, has transformed one of the
Met’s most prestigious suites of
galleries into something closer to
an amusement-park funhouse. Ba-

con worked almost exclusively
from photographs, and along
with the gory and sexually overt
scenes he painted is a densely in-
stalled gallery devoted to the art-
ist’s sources: mostly magazine
clippings and photos—including
scenes of eroticism, violence and
athleticism—as well as some
sketches and Eadweard Muy-
bridge’s photographic studies of
humans and animals in motion.

Bacon is considered by many
art-world aficiona-
dos to be one of
the most significant
and influential art-
ists of the 20th cen-
tury. But his signifi-
cance seems largely
due to the “pre-

science” with which many critics
and historians credit him. Bacon
is a standard bearer for current
art world tendencies—tendencies
that include the slick, photorealis-
tic smudges of Gerhard Richter,
the sensationalist videos of Bill
Viola, and Jenny Saville’s mon-
strosities of flesh. Perhaps in-
stead of being lauded for being
prophetic, Bacon should be sin-
gled out for influencing artists to
take the path of least resistance.

In the early 1940s, Bacon made
his name as an angst-ridden, self-
taught figurative painter in Blitz-
bludgeoned London. A Surrealist
as much as an Expressionist, Ba-
con shunned abstraction and, after
World War II, believed that the

world needed nothing less than a
viciously honest figurative art that
mirrored man’s brutality. His maca-
bre, psychosexual paintings merge
blurred, cinematic effects (after
the Futurists) and rites of torture
(after the martyrdom of saints).
Unfortunately, Bacon was first and
foremost a calculated illustrator
prone to mannerisms, hyperbole
and histrionics. His art skims the
surface of the human condition,
never getting to the real business
of psychological portraiture.

The show opens with “Crucifix-
ion” (1933) and “Three Studies
for Figures at the Base of a Cruci-
fixion” (c. 1944), the painting
that launched Bacon on the Lon-
don scene. “Crucifixion,” possibly
influenced by Rembrandt’s and
Soutine’s sides of beef or Char-
din’s “Ray,” is a black-and-white
painting of a crucified, surrealis-
tic shape—a white form that re-
sembles a ghostly skeleton or an

X-ray. “Three Studies” is a trip-
tych (a common format of Ba-
con’s). Each of its three panels
contains a monstrous phallic
form, baring teeth, that occupies
the center of an orange ground.

Many of Bacon’s paintings iso-
late the action or figure, as if on
a stage or in a circus arena,
within a single-colored void—a
technique later seen by some as a
harbinger of Pop art. The large,
bold, flat planes of color—red, or-
ange, yellow, black, gray, pink or

mint-green—are Bacon at his
best. These are the colors of pills
and waiting rooms; and Bacon
can give medicinal, almost bodily
fluid weight to these hues. Here
Bacon comes closest to some of
the religious art he emulates,
that of the Byzantine era, in
which fully formed Madonnas, for
instance, are held in tension
within the flat, gold leaf ground.
But Bacon’s forms remain carica-

tures that have no volume,
weight or tension in the plane. Ba-
con’s paintings of figures, rather
than explore an idea about isola-
tion, tend merely to leave the
paintings feeling empty.

The show, organized in loosely
chronological order, continues
through Bacon’s homosexual lov-
ers, wrestlers, murderers, self-
portraits and portraits. His paint-
ings very loosely inspired by van
Gogh and those made after
Velázquez demonstrate virtually
no understanding of what these
masters were doing.

Despite variations in subject or
approach, Bacon’s work tends to
follow the same strident path
from 1933 through 1991. Often,
while walking through the exhibit,
I felt that the single greatest prob-
lem was that Bacon abandoned
his figures too soon—that he
could not nail them, or his own
feelings about them, down. I be-
lieve that this ambivalence, fueled
by his misunderstanding of the
artists he looked up to, forced him
to rely on artifice and theatrics. In
the end, Bacon’s forms are form-
less, aborted—stillborn—as if the
artist had left them out in the
cold. Their sense of isolation and
abandonment feels not like an ex-
ploration of the frailty of the hu-
man condition but, rather, like a
shortcoming of the artist himself.

Mr. Esplund writes about art for
the Journal.

‘Three Studies for Figures at the Base of a Crucifìxion,’ c. 1944.
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melodramatic,
incoherent art.
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S
TYLE BOOKS CAN be more
than “how to wear this, how
not to embarrass yourself in

that.” If you define style broadly,
there is nary a corner of our lives un-
affected by style, from the cars we
drive to how we text.

The symbols that enable us to
recognize, for better or worse,
class, wealth, education, eccentric-
ity, even a sense of humor—that’s
style. It’s not just that an Hermès Bir-
kin bag identifies a woman as rich
and style-conscious; the uplifted ca-
dence that makes a statement

sound like a question is a style of
speech that identifies the speaker
as 20something. Is a person who
lives in a Tudor home more conser-
vative than someone who lives in a
post-modern loft? Style is the way
we interpret each other, usually un-
consciously, through how we look
and behave.

Books that poke fun, advise or
otherwise shed light on style have
been piling up on my desk. My favor-
ites are those that help determine
when we’re interpreting all those
signals correctly and how we can
send the signals we want. Here are
some of my recent picks:

I have been BlackBerrying with
both thumbs since reading “How
Not to Act Old: 185 Ways to Pass for
Phat, Sick, Hot, Dope, Awesome, or
at Least Not Totally Lame,” by Pam-
ela Redmond Satran (HarperCol-
lins). Until I read this book, which is
due out in August, I hadn’t actually
realized that texting with one’s in-
dex finger is a sign of age. It also
hadn’t dawned on me that it was pos-
sible to “Facebook old” (or even to
use Facebook as a verb). Ms. Sat-
ran’s take on the latest generation
gap is as insightful as it is entertain-
ing—a comic blend of advice and an-
thropology that skewers both
young and old.

The book is arranged as a series
of rules, such as “#54 Don’t Fear
Rap,” in which Ms. Satran offers
nine “easy listenin’” songs, includ-
ing Soulja Boy’s “Crank Dat Dance”
and Ludacris’s “Midnight Train.” In
a section called “15 Cool Dead Fa-
mous People,” Ms. Satran suggests
it is OK to name-drop Abraham Lin-
coln, Coco Chanel and Kurt Cobain
in the same sentence.

By the way, your Birkenstocks
are OK again: Rule #183 lists eight
items of hipster gear that even old-
ies can wear, including Ray-Bans
with prescription lenses and, yes, or-
thopedic sandals from Germany.

Our culture worships youth.
Why not learn to speak the lan-
guage, even if you’re not a native?

As long as we’re mocking young
and old, let’s ridicule the rich. With
astoundingly poor timing, “The Offi-
cial Filthy Rich Handbook (How The
Other .0001% Lives)” by Christo-
pher Tennant (Workman Publish-
ing) came out last year, just before
the recession. Public fascination
with consumerism has since turned
to rage at the haves who left so
many others having not.

That’s too bad, because as Bernie
Madoff heads off to do 150 years in a
new set of pinstripes, it seems
timely to poke fun at the luxury life
he once led. Sure, it may re-stimu-
late your anger, but they say that
laughter is the best therapy.

The types described in the
book’s “Preppy Handbook”-style
mock profiles, such as “The Specula-
tor” (“Money’s just a way of keepin’
score”) and “The Impresario
(“Money ain’t a thang, it’s every-
thing”), have real-life counterparts
on our front pages today. Members
of Congress or the SEC may want to
consider Mr. Tennant’s top picks for
the best countries best to stash your
cash in—Liechtenstein, the Mar-
shall Islands, Monaco and Liberia.

If you prefer a total lack of irony,
“Style Evolution, How to Create Age-
less Personal Style in Your 40s and
Beyond,” by Kendall Farr (Penguin
Group) offers advice practically
worth sticky-noting on your com-
puter monitor. “The softer a wom-
an’s body becomes, the more struc-
ture she needs in her clothes.” Truer
words were never writ.

Author and stylist Ms. Farr picks
up where “How Not to Act Old”
leaves off—without the humor.

“What does it mean to have reached
middle age in a time of celebrity adu-
lation, youth obsession, stripper cul-
ture and the Real Housewives fran-
chise?” she asks.

“For starters, it means you are
likely to be confused and frustrated
when you shop for new clothes.”

Boomers created our youth ob-
session, so it’s ironic that they (and
the Gen-Xers who followed) might
now need a book to deal with it. This
is a dual pep talk and primer for
those of us whose style hasn’t
evolved since our first full-time job.
As with any fashion book—and fash-
ion itself—the trend-conscious ele-
ments of this one will have a shelf
life of only a few years. But the clas-
sic parts will remain. For instance,
when buying a scarf, be sure the ex-
posed ends are nicely finished.

With little concern about age,
Bridget Brennan, chief executive of
a consulting company called Female
Factor, suggests that many busi-

nesses are missing out by not cater-
ing to women. In “Why She Buys,
The New Strategy for Reaching the
World’s Most Powerful Consumers”
(Crown Business), Ms. Brennan is
all about commerce as she observes,
“If the consumer economy had a
sex, it would be female. If the busi-
ness world had a sex, it would be
male. And therein lies the pickle.”

Ms. Brennan attributes the suc-
cess of the Wii gaming device to Nin-
tendo’s smart catering to women’s
sensibilities. I concur, having in my
household refused all manner of evil
gun-toting videogames and then
caved to the Wii device based on its
purported athletic offerings. No
bloody death toll? I’m in.

Women care about details, Ms.
Brennan argues, hilariously dissing a
BMW salesman’s sorry attempt to
sell her a car with flimsy cup holders.

This book isn’t groundbreaking.
Procter & Gamble realized decades
ago that women make most con-

sumer decisions. But Ms. Brennan
explores the marketing opportuni-
ties offered by trends such as de-
layed marriage, divorce and cod-
dled kids—all of which leave women
making even more buying deci-
sions.

She argues that women are more
likely to describe a product or ser-
vice to friends—and to feel a sense
of obligation to spread the news. “I
love your new dress,” a woman says
to her friend. “Bloomingdale’s!” the
friend responds. Are we a market-
er’s dream, or what?

Weirdly, there’s also business
acumen worth absorbing in “Bring-
ing Home the Birkin: My Life In Hot
Pursuit of the World’s Most Coveted
Handbag,” by Michael Tonello (Wil-
liam Morrow). I expected to dislike
this book, or at least to yawn as I
skimmed it, but it turned out to be a
snarky, real-life adventure tale that
I could barely put down.

As Mr. Tonello pursues a career
as an Hermès re-seller on eBay, he
encounters romance, espionage,
tragedy, even thugs. Great literature
it doesn’t attempt to be. But it sheds
light on the limited-edition luxury
business that Hermès and its breth-
ren would prefer to keep shrouded.

The business concept, in a nut-
shell, is enforced scarcity. Anyone
who has placed her name on a hand-
bag waiting list should digest this:
“What a RESERVED sign on a croc
bag in the window told me was (a)
they definitely had a Birkin and (b) I
needed to add about a grand to the
formula to ensure they would crack
and sell it to me,” Mr. Tonello writes.

If ever there’s been a must-read
book about the deeply non-frivolous
role of fashion in our lives, this is it:
“Love, Loss and What I Wore,” by Il-
ene Beckerman (Algonquin Books of
Chapel Hill). Deceptively simple and
artfully illustrated, it’s actually a
saga, yet short enough to be di-
gested over aperitifs. Starting with
her 1940s childhood, the author re-
calls with startling detail the clothes
she wore at key and mundane events
in her life. “The spring after my
mother died, my father took me to B.
Altman’s department store on Fifth
Avenue to buy a dress for my thir-
teenth birthday,” she writes.

It’s a quite a feat to combine a
tragedy and a shopping trip in a sin-
gle sentence. With that, Ms. Becker-
man’s closet of lovingly home-sewn
clothes begins to become a store-
bought wardrobe that will fuel her
through dating, marriage and a full
life.

By Christopher John Farley

SEVEN YEARS AGO, when Björk
was pregnant, she decided it

was a good idea to also prepare
for the delivery of something
else: a concert album.

The Icelandic singer-song-
writer had been recording her
concerts for years, but had
never gotten around to going
through all the material she had
compiled. “I decided to use my
nesting hormones to go through
10 years of live recordings,” she
says.

Ísadóra, Björk’s second child,
was born in 2002. Her new live
album, “Voltaic,” a CD/DVD set
that was inspired by some of
the archival work she did during
her pregnancy, was released last
week. The album features songs
that Björk performed during her
Volta tour in 2007.

The 43-year-old singer makes
music that melds edgy beats
with dreamlike lyrics. She’s
known for her whimsical, some-
times provocative ideas,
whether in fashion (she fa-
mously wore a dress shaped like
a swan to the 2001 Academy
Awards) or in music (she drew

criticism from Chinese authori-
ties for performing her song
“Declare Independence” in
Shanghai in 2008 and saying “Ti-
bet” at the close of the num-
ber).

Björk says her songs often ar-
rive in two parts—the melodies
come to her first, and then she
searches for the right words to
match. The melody for “Hyper-
ballad,” one of the songs on the
new live set, haunted her for
some time before she finally
wrote it down. “It’s good when
you have that kind of trust with

your subconscious that you can
not try to catch a melody or
hunt it and if it comes back it
means it’s good enough,” she
says.

She believes that melodies
are ancient things, “buried deep
in our genes,” and are found,
not created: “Melody is the
most intuitive part of the work
for me. I just try to let them
happen.” Words are harder. She
will sit with a cup of tea and try
to summon up lyrics. In recent
years, she’s been inspired by
E.E. Cummings. One track on
the new release, “Sonnets/Unre-
alities XI,” draws from his po-
etry. “If I was like a hundred-
times better poet I would write
like him,” she says.

Iceland has been hard hit by
the global downturn, and Björk
has traveled across the country
to motivate her fellow citizens
to start small “home-grown”
companies. “Artists never know
when or if or where their next
idea is going to come from,” she
says. “In recession times, the ex-
perience of being an artist is
helpful to people to try to in-
spire them.”

Of Birkins and BlackBerrys: Top style books
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Mother of invention: Björk’s live album

On Style
CHRISTINA BINKLEY
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Linz: “Höhenrausch” or “Thrill
of the Heights” is the last of a three-
part exhibition series celebrating
Linz’s status as European Capital of
Culture 2009. The first part put art
in the city’s shop windows; the sec-
ond used abandoned tunnels under
the city. This exhibition, staged by
the Offenes Kulturhaus (better
known as OK) museum spreads out
on the Austrian city’s rooftops.

Seeing the show’s 25 installa-
tions requires an unusual ascent.
Atelier Bow-Wow (Japanese artists
Yoshiharu Tsukamoto and Momoyo
Kaijima) built a wooden stairway
and connecting paths called “Linz
Super Branch” (2009), which lead
from the OK attic to the roof. The 69
stairs plus ramps and paths connect
the museum with the adjacent roofs
of the Ursuline Church, a parking ga-
rage and shopping center.

Spanish artist Maider López re-
cycles a Ferris wheel to create “High
Wheel” (2009). Visitors ride it for
two minutes, or about 10 revolu-
tions, with a great view of Linz. The
artistic element emerges when a

video of the red-and-green ride elim-
inates the structural elements (red)
through use of a red camera filter,
leaving the gondolas (green) float-
ing through the air like flying sau-
cers.

Several works take off on a bal-
loon theme. In “Lightness, the Way
to Let You Lighter” (2000), by Tai-
wan artist Shih-Yung Ku, a video pro-
jection on a kaleidoscopic screen
shows a man blowing up a balloon
until it becomes so large it trans-
ports him into space. The same art-
ist’s “Bubble Man” (2006) is the re-
sult: a huge balloon with a figure
clinging to it. Austrian artist Martin
Music uses 5,000 helium balloons
(weather permitting) to rise to the
occasion in his performance piece
called “Music in the Sky 2” (2008).
Indonesia’s Fiona Tan photographs
people suspended from balloons. In
her video “Tilt” (2003), a baby in a
harness attached to a bunch of
white balloons rises laughing to the
ceiling, while the viewers hold their
breath.

There are other works of
whimsy. “Paradise Garden” (2009)
is Mali Wu’s answer to the convent
herb garden. In this version the
herbs are growing the roof of the
17th-century convent building.
With “Rain Dance” (1998-2009),
American artist Paul DeMarinis
taps out a series of tunes using wa-
ter. Visitors participate by walking
under a succession of musically at-
tuned shower heads using umbrel-
las, which act as sound resonance
chambers. Singin’ in the rain is op-
tional.  

—Mariana Schroeder
Until Oct. 31
www.ok-centrum.at

For mix of opera and mythology,
Aix marks the spot this summer

Fiona Tan’s ‘Tilt’ (2003).

Aix-en-Provence: Ancient
mythology is the theme of this
year’s music festival in Aix-en-
Provence, starting off with Rich-
ard Wagner’s “Götterdäm-
merung,” the final installment
of the festival’s four-year presen-
tation of the composer’s “Ring
of the Niebelungen” (co-pro-
duced with the Salzburg Easter
Festival).

By far the best and most co-
herent production of director
Stéphane Braunschweig’s four-
part version here, the nearly six-
hour “Götterdämmerung” (until
July 12) is a tour de force led by
the Berliner Philharmonic Or-
chestra conducted by Simon Rat-
tle. But if the orchestra—playing
the Ring for the first time in 40
years—is the supernova of the
show, it is well served by a cast
of superb singers, including
bass-baritone Gerd Grochowski
as a debonair and oddly sympa-
thetic Gunther; Russian bass
Mikhail Petrenko as a cigar-puff-
ing, villainous Hagen; Swedish
mezzo-soprano Anne Sophie von
Otter holding her own as Wal-
traute, a role that might have
been too big for her voice; and
especially Swedish soprano Kata-
rina Dalayman dominating the
stage as Brünnhilde. Canadian
tenor Ben Heppner sings a near-
perfect Siegfried, although his
portrayal of country-bumpkin
innocence occasionally verges
on cartoonish.

French director Olivier Py
plays havoc with ancient Greek
legend in his stylized, all black-
silver-and-white, modern-dress
version of Mozart’s “Idomeneo”
(until July 17). In the original,
Idomeneo, King of Crete, is
caught in a tempest at sea while
returning home from the Trojan
war, and he promises Neptune
that, if he and his ship are
saved, he will sacrifice the first
person he sights on shore; that

turns out to be his own son, Ida-
mante, who is in love with the
captured Trojan princess Ilia.
But in place of captured Tro-
jans, Mr. Py gives us black Afri-
can boat people being abused by
Cretan soldiers with Hamas-
Hezbollah balaclava masks and
assault rifles; a Princess Ilia in
blackface; and ballet interludes
for some gory, blood-smeared
and amateurishly choreo-
graphed instant replay of scenes
already sung. It’s all set on sec-
tions of metal scaffolding con-
stantly being pushed, pulled and
spun around by black-clad stage-
hands.

But a terrific cast—including
American tenor Richard Croft in
the title role, French tenor Yann
Beuron as Idamante, Belgian so-
prano Sophie Karthäuser as Ilia,
and French soprano Mireille De-
lunsch as Electra—sings
Mozart’s beautiful score so val-
iantly that all is not lost.

Composer Jacques Offenbach
took great liberties with the leg-

end of “Orpheus in the Under-
world” (until July 20) too, but
to delightful comic effect. In-
stead of racing down to Hades
to rescue his abducted wife Eu-
rydice, Offenbach’s Orpheus—a
philandering second-string vio-
linist—would far prefer to leave
his equally unfaithful spouse to
the devil, but he’s forced to go
after her by Public Opinion—a
1940s-style gossip columnist
armed with a Speed Graphic
camera. Offenbach was poking
lots of lyrical fun at Napoleon
III and Second Empire Parisian
society with his 1858 operetta,
and here a cast of enthusiastic
young singers from the Aix festi-
val’s European Academy of Mu-
sic has a wonderful time portray-
ing Jupiter, Juno, Venus, Cupid
and Mercury (whizzing around
on a bike with winged training
wheels) and their fellow Olympi-
ans as they storm down to have
a helluva lot of fun in Pluto’s
realm.  —Judy Fayard

www.festival-aix.com

Now playing at
Parasol: artists
who love a parade

v Top Picks

Up on the roof:
Linz exhibition
reaches for the sky
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Above, a scene from Jacques Offenbach’s ‘Orpheus in the Underworld.’

‘Ghost Float’ (2004), by Amy O’Neill,
outside London’s Parasol Unit
Foundation for Contemporary Art.

Above, Gerd Grochowski as Gunther (left) and Ben
Heppner as Siegfried in ‘Götterdämmerung.’
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London: Parasol Unit Founda-
tion for Contemporary Art—wacky
name, wacky but ambitious new
public artspace—is in Islington. Its
garden currently contains a sculp-
ture by Amy O’Neill called “Ghost
Float” (2004), part of the stimulat-
ing show, “Parades and Proces-
sions: Here Comes Everybody.”
Ms. O’Neill’s float is covered en-
tirely in white vinyl bands and rib-
bons, but without drum major-
ettes or beauty queens waving to
the crowds from it, it looks like an
object designed by some alien cul-
ture for a completely mysterious
purpose.

Organized groups of people go-
ing somewhere in a linear forma-
tion, usually for a religious pur-
pose, must be as old as any reli-
gion of which we have historical
documentation (the catalog could
have shown a little more intellec-
tual rigor in this respect).

It’s a nifty idea, though, to put
together a show about the phe-
nomenon that omits the usual sus-
pects: Instead of flagellating Span-
ish penitents there is Jeremy
Deller’s “A Social Parade” (2004)
showing people in San Sebastian
frolicking. Instead of a Ku Klux
Klan march, we get Mr. Deller’s
“Veteran’s Day Parade, the End of
the Empire” (2002) with kids in
military uniforms holding a cross
topped with an American flag.

There is much to amuse in this
good-sized, good-natured exhibi-
tion. Rachel Hovnanian’s photo-
graph “Simone’s Gloves” (2009) is
a nicely framed picture of some
implausibly long (about 160cm)
evening gloves.

But I most enjoyed Francis
Alÿs’s untitled 2002 installation
and film depicting the temporary
move of the Museum of Modern
Art from 53rd Street to Long Is-
land City, in which the artist per-
suaded MoMA to place reproduc-
tions of some of its most well-
known works of art (along with
the artist Kiki Smith) on handheld
wooden palanquins and process
over the Queensboro Bridge, their
path strewn with rose petals and
followed by a Peruvian brass
band.  

—Paul Levy
Until July 24
www.parasol-unit.org
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Opening this week in Europe

WSJ.com 

Source: IMDB

WSJ.com subscribers can read reviews of these films 
and others at WSJ.com/FilmReview

n Adventureland Hungary
n Crossing Over Turkey
n Last Chance Harvey Greece
n Moon U.K.
n Public Enemies Hungary
n Rudo y Cursi Netherlands
n The Limits of Control Czech Republic
n The Proposal Estonia
n The Reader France 

‘Enemies’: Arresting, remote
M

ICHAEL MANN’S “Public Enemies”
never lacks for interest, or interest-
ing info. Back in the 1930s, we learn,

the FBI was simply called the Bureau of Inves-
tigation before being formally Federalized.
Mr. Mann uses the movie to conduct his own
investigation of an era when J. Edgar Hoover
and his agents were locked in self-promo-
tional combat with self-mythologizing crimi-
nals. This gangster drama, starring Johnny
Depp as Public Enemy Number One, the bank

robber John Dillinger, and Christian Bale as
Dillinger’s G-Man nemesis, Melvin Purvis, is
marvelously detailed and meticulously
crafted, an elegant evocation of Depression-
era America and its fascination with crime.
What the movie lacks is any sense of elation—
it’s joyless by choice—although moments of
passion burst through the prevailing gloom
like muzzle flashes in the night.

Mr. Depp’s performance sets the tone.
Don’t look for Johnny Depp the entertainer.
The sly eccentric who gave “Pirates of the Car-
ibbean” its whimsical soul is nowhere to be
found. This time the actor gives himself, heart
and head, to a portrayal of a tightly disci-
plined not-so-bad guy who speaks in terse
zingers (“What’s on your mind?” his lawyer
asks. “The electric chair,” Dillinger replies),
who comes to enjoy the public’s adulation,
and struggles to reconcile the risks he runs
for money, plus a generous measure of fame,
with the love he feels for his beautiful girl-
friend, Billie Frechette (Marion Cotillard). It’s
an impressive performance, rather than an ex-
citing one, and for a while Mr. Bale’s work is of
a piece—his Purvis seems to be Dillinger seen
darkly in a mirror. All too often, though, the
G-Man sounds and even looks like the Dark
Knight, voice stuck in breathy mutterings,
eyes burning beneath a fedora carapace.

The one consistent source of delight is Ms.
Cotillard, who won an Oscar last year for her
performance as Edith Piaf in “La Vie en Rose.”
Watch closely what she does and you still
won’t know how she does it—her scenes are
the dramatic equivalent of Ricky Jay’s card
tricks. It’s abundantly clear, though, that an
actress of singular skill has created a complex
character—smart, forthright, fearless and yet
touchingly tender—out of relatively little
screen time. Billie Frechette tells Dillinger

that she’s half American Indian; this has al-
lowed Ms. Cotillard to transpose any trace of
her own French accent into enchanting new
keys. Yet I could almost hear echoes of Piaf
singing “Mon homme” in Billie’s poignant ex-
clamation to a Chicago cop who’s been rough-
ing her up: “When my Johnny finds out how
you slapped around his girl, you know what’s
going to happen to you, fat boy.”

John Dillinger was a purposeful criminal,
and Michael Mann is a purposeful director.
That’s not to equate the career categories,
only to say that Mr. Mann makes movies with
distinctive looks (often dark) and distinctive
perspectives (often distant). Several set
pieces serve as reminders, if any are needed,
of his virtuosity: a trackdown in an apple or-
chard; a precision-planned jailbreak; a playful

interlude involving J. Edgar Hoover in a news-
reel. Best of all, he does a bravura dramatiza-
tion of the FBI’s botched attempt to capture
Dillinger and his gang at a rustic lodge in
northern Wisconsin.

To find tonal variety in the moral and vi-
sual darkness of “Public Enemies,” Mr. Mann
and his masterful cinematographer, Dante
Spinotti, chose high-definition digital equip-
ment, which shines in low-light situations, in-
stead of using film, which needs more light
but yields greater nuance. The results can be
sumptuous, as well as shadowy; an overhead
shot, in blacks and browns, of the Dillinger
gang entering a bank; a nighttime media cir-
cus, 1930s version, lit by news photographers’
flares; a remarkable re-creation of the FBI’s
ambush outside Chicago’s Biograph theater,
where Dillinger went to see a Clark Gable gang-
ster film called “Manhattan Melodrama.” The
scene inside the theater is fascinating too;
Dillinger connects intensely with Gable’s
Blackie Gallagher, whose personality is as exu-
berant as Dillinger’s is muted. Yet our connec-
tions with “Public Enemies” remain abstract.
The darkness and the distance kill the fun.

‘Ice Age: Dawn of the
Dinosaurs’

If you think it was tough being a mammoth
in the Ice Age, imagine how it was for two
mammoths forced to carry the lion’s share of
the plot in the first two “Ice Age” films. Fortu-
nately for them, if not for the cause of enlight-
enment, “Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs,”
conflates the planet’s history by 65 million
years so that Manny and Ellie, who are about
to become parents, can share the screen, how-
ever warily, with a couple of T-rexes and other
denizens of the Cretaceous period. The pro-
ducers’ decision makes commercial sense.
There’s only so much drama to be found in Ice
Age creatures, and only so much visual vari-
ety to be found in ice. But the strategy, like the
series’ latest edition, soon melts down. “Ice
Age” continues to depend heavily, and I mean
heavily, on those trudging mammoths, and on
a couple of squirrels—the previously ador-
able Scrat having been given a girlfriend—
who work their acorn routine to death.

The movie is pleasant enough for kids and
will surely play to large numbers of them dur-
ing the summer: If 80% of success is showing
up, the main component of box-office success
is filling a need. But there’s also a sense of in-
eptness in a script that constantly reaches,
with only modest success, for amusing things
that the mammoths and their friends can do.

By Michelle Kung

SEATTLE-BASED filmmaker Lynn Shelton
may be a happily married mother of

one, but the 43-year-old writer/director of
“Humpday”—a comedy-drama about two
childless thirtysomething friends (Mark Du-
plass, Joshua Leonard) who are drawn into
a sexually charged dare—had no problem
identifying with her film’s antsy male pro-
tagonists. (The film opens in limited release
this weekend.)

“In my film, these two dudes may be the
main characters, but what I’m really explor-
ing is the universal idea of the self—learn-
ing how to be true to the vision we have of
ourselves, and how we’re constantly disap-
pointing ourselves as we get older,” says
Ms. Shelton. “It’s like when Mike Leigh gets
asked about only making films about
women. He always replies that he’s just
making movies about people, and that’s ex-
actly how I feel.”

In the movie, Mr. Duplass plays Ben,
who is settling into married life and work-
ing on having his first child. His sedate life
is interrupted when his artsy, carefree pal
Andrew arrives unexpectedly. Both men are
jealous of each other’s lives. Despite the

fact that both are
straight, neither is will-
ing to back off from a
dare to act in a gay por-
nographic film together
because each man wants
to prove that he is edgier
than the other.

Shot in true indepen-
dent style over 10 days
for a shoestring budget,
“Humpday” was born out
of Ms. Shelton’s desire to

work with Mr. Duplass, an actor/filmmaker
known for his cinematic experimentations
with “Mumblecore,” a film genre known for
its ultra-low budgets and focus on personal
relationships.

Ms. Shelton, who has “no relationship
with the traditional film industry,” also
waited until she had the funds to self-pro-
duce the film, so she wouldn’t have to
worry about making it commercially viable.

The director, who has made several
other small-budget films, also made the de-
cision to have her actors improvise all of
their lines, though she did spell out each
scene’s emotional arc for them.

“Instead of rehearsing, we talked things
out, and then I turned on two cameras,”
says Ms. Shelton, who adds that she was
limited, because of cost, to only two or
three takes per scene. “I’m usually pretty
hands off because I know I’ll be able to ex-
ert my narrative control in the editing
room later on,” she says.

Mr. Leonard, best known for co-starring
in “The Blair Witch Project,” says he appre-
ciated Ms. Shelton’s approach.

“Even though there wasn’t a script and
Mark and I didn’t know the film’s ending
when we started, shooting the film in se-
quence helped us find the emotional beat of
our characters,” says Mr. Leonard. “I’d love
to make more money and to work with the
Johnny Depps of the world, but I’ll also
never want to give up the excitement, and
old-fashioned, punk-rock feel of making a
real down-and-dirty film like ‘Humpday.’”
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Film
JOE MORGENSTERN

Johnny Depp and Marion
Cotillard in ‘Public Enemies’;
below, an ‘Ice Age’ critter.

Actors Mark Duplass (left) and Joshua Leonard in
‘Humpday’; above, the film’s director Lynn Shelton.

v Film

‘Humpday’:
A dare too far
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By Paul Levy
Special to The Wall Street Journal

I
F YOU VISIT THE Roger Fry be-
quest at the Courtauld Gallery in
London’s vast Somerset House

anytime during the summer, you’ll
find a cluster of (mostly American)
students hovering around the work
of the Bloomsbury painters: Van-
essa Bell and Duncan Grant, and Fry
himself. The students are invariably
fascinated by the work and lifestyle
of that group of people who (as the
anonymous wit said) “lived in
squares but loved in triangles” in
the early 20th century. This coterie
of close friends included powerful
intellects allied to great talents. Vir-
ginia and Leonard Woolf, Lytton
Strachey, John Maynard Keynes and
E.M. Forster, and the critics Clive
Bell and Fry, were influenced—
some more, some less—by the Cam-
bridge philosopher G.E. Moore.

The Bloomsbury artists, how-
ever, had another, more practical as-
pect to their work. The Courtauld’s
splendid exhibition, “Beyond
Bloomsbury: Designs of the Omega
Workshops 1913-19,” which runs un-
til Sept. 20, lifts them out of the con-
text of the Bloomsbury Group of bo-
hemian artists and intellectuals.

In the summer of 1913, Roger
Fry (who from 1904-10 had
been curator of paintings at
the Metropolitan Museum
in New York) founded the
Omega Workshops, which
produced wares for the
Omega “brand” from de-
signs by Fry, Bell and
Grant, as well as
Wyndham Lewis, Freder-
ick Etchells, Henri Gaudier-
Brzeska and Winifred Gill.
Fry required that the designs
were produced anonymously,
with only the brand logo, the Greek
letter “omega” in a square.

The company premises at 33
Fitzroy Square in Bloomsbury were
both a working studio and show-
room. Clients could buy smaller
items, order work ranging from
clothing to furniture, rugs, linens
and ceramics in a large variety of de-
signs—or even commission an en-
tire interior. The shop was unique in
London, because artists’ designs
were sold directly to the customers,
who included the Woolfs, Forster,
George Bernard Shaw, H.G. Wells,
W.B. Yeats and swanky, but uncon-
ventional socialites such as Lady Ot-
toline Morrell, Maud Cunard and
Gertrude Stein.

Fry’s intention was to oppose
mainstream, stuffy Edwardian do-
mestic interiors by marketing new,
exciting objects for the home. In
1913 he told a journalist that “it is
time that the spirit of fun was intro-
duced into furniture and into fab-
rics. We have suffered too long from
the dull and the stupidly serious.”

What his artists and craftsmen
replaced these objects with was as-
tonishing, even by today’s stan-
dards. For example, one of the prize
objects in the show is a “Painted silk
stole with a pair of confronted pea-
cocks at each end.” In fact this
wispy, delicate, 105-by-217 centime-
ter length of fine white chiffon is al-
most completely abstract, the pea-
cock’s bodies being hatchings in-
stead of blocks of color. There are no
black outlines at all, and the wings
and tails are drawn in bold, thick, an-

gular lines of primary colors, mak-
ing a typically dynamic pattern.

As the show’s catalog puts it, the
stole “makes no concessions to func-
tionality as an item of clothing.
Whether worn like a scarf or flung
over the shoulders, this extreme
piece of wearable art does not so
much enhance or flatter the wearer
as turn her into a mobile Fauve
painting.”

There are many books (and many
more Ph.D theses) about how the
Bloomsbury artists and critics trans-
mitted to the English-speaking
world French movements in the
arts, especially those of Post-Im-
pressionism (a term invented by
Fry) and their affinity for Matisse.
But it was Japanese poet and essay-
ist Yone Noguchi (father of sculptor
Isamu Noguchi) who, visiting the
Omega in its first winter of 1913-14,
noticed the strong alliance of much
Omega work with Japanese styles
and techniques, combined with mo-
tifs and perspectives taken from
Cubism. You don’t get much more
avant-garde than that.

Even today these look radical,
though also very much to our con-
temporary taste. This is especially
true of the textiles that are the ma-

jor part of this glorious show. Few
art historians rate Fry very highly
as a painter; but as a designer he
could be superlative. His printed
linen design “Amenophis” (loaned,
as are many of the exhibits, by the
Victoria and Albert Museum) is a
stunning, dense, repeating pattern
of overlapping blocks of subtle col-
ors, with the most satisfying post-
modern blues and reds imaginable,
but is actually taken from a less suc-
cessful painting. Other knockout fab-
rics, which one imagines the V&A
could market easily today, include

“Pamela,” “Margery,” “Mechtilde”
and Bell’s extraordinary design of
geometric palm leaves and
splodges of color, called “White.”

Though it had a bit of a pacifist
political agenda, Omega managed
to stay open through World War I,
but finally had its closing-down
sale in 1919. When you look at the
items in this show, you’ll be amazed
by the resonances with modern do-
mestic interiors—and by how these
designs from the second decade of
the last century still look bolder
than many of their descendants.

Above, clockwise from top: an Omega
Workshops design for a peacock stole;
a rug by Vanessa Bell; a painted plate,
attributed to Duncan Grant. Right,
Roger Fry in the Omega Workshops.

The bohemians’ rhapsody
Courtauld Gallery show traces the Bloomsbury Group’s influence on modern interiors

THE MARKET FOR collectible
coins seems to be bucking cur-

rent economic trends with a num-
ber of successful auctions in recent
months.

“We have a bedrock of collectors
with steady incomes,” says coin spe-
cialist William Mackay at Spink, a
London house that started trading
coins in 1703.

The attitude of collectors, ac-
cording to Tom Eden of London coin
auctioneer Morton & Eden, is “with
little return on investments, what’s

wrong with putting money into
your hobby?”

When Nomos AG—a Swiss
dealer that concentrates on the high-
end market—held its first public
sale ever in Zurich on May 11, few
lots remained unsold and many
soared above estimate. An ancient,
fifth-century coin from the Sicilian
city of Naxos—on the front a profile
of a dignified Dionysos, the god of
wine, and the same subject on the re-
verse tipsily looking into his wine
glass—fetched the highest price
ever for a Greek silver coin at
914,500 Swiss francs (estimate:
400,000 Swiss francs ). A sculptur-
ally beautiful silver coin from Lycia
(440-430 B.C.) with the head of a
goddess, possibly Aphrodite,
fetched 61,360 Swiss francs (esti-
mate: 18,500 Swiss francs).

At Spink’s large 600-lot March
sale, 96% of coins were sold. A gold
coin with the profile of Tiberius, em-
peror of Rome from 14 A.D.-37 A.D.,
sold for £12,750 (estimate:
£7,000-£8,000). A silver coin depict-
ing Alexander the Great wearing a
helmet covered in panther skin and
ornamented with bull’s horns (circa
304-297 B.C.) went for £9,300 (esti-
mate: £5,000-£6,000). On June 25,
Spink’s sale of ancient, British and
other coins also recorded a sale-lot
rate well in excess of 90%.

Collectors love a story, and Mor-
ton & Eden’s sale on June 9 had a
beauty. A hoard of 400-year-old
coins probably hidden at the begin-
ning of the English Civil War were
found by builders working on a site
in Oxfordshire in 1980. Having no
idea of their value, the builder gave
the coins to his 10-year-old grand-
son who was already an enthusias-
tic collector of stamps and sea-
shells. They stayed in a shoebox for
decades until the now-grown-up
grandson thought they might fi-
nance his forthcoming marriage. He
sold the 57 gold James I coins for
£76,360 (estimate: £50,000).

Bonhams next week will hold a
sale of coins ranging from the an-
cient world and onwards (July 15). A
highlight will be an English pattern
silver coin from 1818 with the head
of George III and on the reverse an
image of St. George killing the
dragon (estimate: £6,000-£8,000).

Coins featuring
Tiberius (left)
and Alexander
the Great.

Change worth
believing in

v Design
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Lynn Marriott, left, and
Pia Nilsson coach a

client; right, Suzann
Pettersen at the

Sybase Classic LPGA
event in May.

Women’s golf goes holistic
By Hannah Karp

E
VER SINCE ANNIKA Soren-
stam, one of golf’s winningest
players, stepped away from

competition in December, many of
the other players on the LPGA tour
have been acting a bit strange.

Suzann Pettersen has been
counting obsessively out loud as
she walks down the fairway. Italy’s
Giulia Sergas has been pretending
to snowboard while waiting for her
turn. Finland’s Minea Blomqvist has
been attempting to channel Ms. So-
renstam’s spirit, mimicking her pos-
ture, tempo and facial expressions.
And this April at the Kraft Nabisco
Championship in Rancho Mirage, Ca-
lif., Brittany Lincicome sang and
whistled country songs by Keith Ur-
ban and Sugarland after nearly ev-
ery shot. She won the tournament—
her first major victory.

“Everyone probably heard, but it
really helped me take my mind off
my bad shots,” says Ms. Lincicome,
who has been singing on the course
ever since.

As the U.S. Women’s Open kicks
off in Bethlehem, Pa., golf fans can
thank Ms. Sorenstam’s longtime
mentor, Pia Nilsson, and her coach-
ing partner, Lynn Marriott, for the
increase in odd behavior on the
greens. Now a regular presence at
tour events, the duo has picked up
nearly 20 new tour clients since the
retirement of Ms. Nilsson’s star pu-
pil last year. Together, they help
players win with a “holistic” ap-
proach that’s based on who each cli-
ent is as a “whole person.”

Instead of focusing only on a
player’s stance or swing, Ms. Nils-
son and Ms. Marriott say they take
players’ spiritual, social, physical,
mental and emotional needs into ac-
count as well, suggesting remedies
that often have little to do with tech-
nical golf and have included listen-
ing to iPods, playing Sudoku, jump-
ing up and down or staring up at the
trees during downtime on the
course.

“We know teachers and coaches
are wondering what we’re doing,”
says Ms. Nilsson, who notes on their
Web site that she hates cocktail par-
ties, loves the color blue, makes her
own cereal and has kept stats on the
number of ice cream cones she eats
each summer. Ms. Marriott enjoys

gardening, values kindness, hates
“when things are messy” and does
her spiritual rejuvenating in Se-
dona, Ariz.

Traditionalists may balk at the
pair’s hippie-dippie philosophy, but
both come from serious golf back-
grounds. Ms. Nilsson played golf at
Arizona State University, spent five
years on the LPGA tour and nearly
10 years as the head coach of Swe-
den’s national women’s teams,
where she met Ms. Sorenstam.

Ms. Marriott directed education
at ASU’s golf course and worked for
years as the LPGA’s director of
teacher training. Their 10-year-old
golf school in Phoenix, named Vi-
sion 54 for the idea that any player
has the potential to birdie every
hole on the golf course for an 18-un-
der-par round of 54, accepts both
pros and amateurs, charging $300
per hour and more than $2,000 for a
three-day course.

Before taking on new clients, Ms.
Nilsson and Ms. Marriott like to ob-
serve a player in competition and
then ask questions like “What do
you love most about the game?”
“What are you aware of during
swings?” and “What are you saying

to yourself after shots?”
The last question is key. Ms. Nils-

son and Ms. Marriott are part of a
growing camp that believes ignor-
ing or bottling up emotional im-
pulses may do more harm than
good.

Admired for her steely compo-
sure on the course, Ms. Sorenstam
nonetheless says she struggled with
“butterflies” at tournaments. Ms.
Nilsson saw her take creative steps
to harness her nervous energy, such
as writing inspirational notes to her-
self on the bill of her cap or visor
that she could read when the pres-
sure mounted, and repeating man-
tras like “fairway green” when she
hit shots she didn’t like. Through it
all, the coach says Ms. Sorenstam
had an exceptional knack for “man-
aging her mind.”

That’s why when Ms. Sorenstam
retired from the Tour in 2008, many
were surprised to see the world’s
top woman golfer walk away from
tournament play. Her goal was to
translate 72 LPGA tournament wins—
including 10 majors—into a liveli-
hood building golf courses, a golf
academy, a foundation and starting
other business ventures.

“Tour professionals need to
make sure that they have more
meaningful roles than just being a
golfer,” says Ms. Nilsson, who says
she avoided giving Ms. Sorenstam
concrete career advice but was con-
stantly asking her how she wanted
to be remembered—either five
years down the road or the Monday
following a tournament.

No two players get the same pre-
scription. Ai Miyazato called Vision
54 in 2007, a year after getting her
tour card, when she began having
problems with her driver. To help
get her performance back on track,
the coaches suggested that Ms.
Miyazato change her behavior off
the course instead—giving her tips
on everything from how to spend
her days off and how to talk to the
Japanese media.

“I rarely talk about my bad shots
in interviews now and I always try
to take in all the good things that
happened in a round,” says Ms.
Miyazato, who now signs her name:
“Ai 54.” (She finished tenth in the
U.S. Women’s Open in 2007 and fifth
in the Women’s British Open a year
later.)

Marcy Hart, who joined the

LPGA tour in 2001, called Ms. Nils-
son and Ms. Marriott in March last
year because she was struggling
with her putting. Their recommen-
dations: She should try counting to
10 several times after every shot
and then recite funny lines to her
caddy from her favorite movie,
“Meet the Parents.”

“Initially it caught me a little off
guard that they weren’t going to
teach me how to swing the golf
club,” recalls Ms. Hart. As for the
movie-line suggestion, she says, “I
thought, ‘Really? Wow, I always
thought you were supposed to stay
focused.’”

But Ms. Hart saw immediate re-
sults, going five-under par for eight
holes in her next tournament, which
she had never done before. She then
took Vision 54’s three-day program
in November.

On Ms. Hart’s recommendation,
Ms. Lincicome, 23, decided to seek
the pair’s help this spring before the
Kraft Nabisco Championship. Dur-
ing her initial 30-minute consulta-
tion, Ms. Nilsson and Ms. Marriott
suggested she sing or whistle with
her caddy to help herself recover
mentally from bad shots. Ms. Linci-
come said she thought the idea
sounded “really funny” but decided
that Ms. Sorenstam’s coaches of all
people “must know what works.”

She says the technique helped
her win the tournament—her first
major victory—and the next week
she spent two full days at their
school in Phoenix.

Ms. Sorenstam says she has spo-
ken with Ms. Nilsson at least several
times a month over the past 20
years and considers her a close
friend and sounding board, but
points out that Vision 54’s simple
“stay-in-the-moment, stay-posi-
tive” philosophy is no replacement
for a swing coach.

“I still use the same guy,” she
says.
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Allianz. Financial solutions from A-Z

Precise positioning is key to winning at the Nürburgring. Such as at turn 13, where it
takes extreme focus to stay on the track at 95 km/h, after speeding around the wide
curve in 7th gear. Experience a virtual 3-D driver’s perspective at www.allianz.com/f1

Nürburgring.
Engineering excitement at every turn.

Allianz is a registered trademark of Allianz SE, Germany. Allianz SE is the parent company of entities around the world. The range of services in different markets may vary.

The F1 FORMULA 1 logo, F1 logo, F1 FIA FORMULA 1 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP logo, the “Sweeping Curves” logo, FIA FORMULA ONE WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP, F1, FORMULA 1, FORMULA ONE and GRAND PRIX are trademarks of Formula One Licensing BV,
a Formula One Group company. Licensed by Formula One Administration Limited, a Formula One Group company. All rights reserved.
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OYSTER PERPETUAL DATEJUST

Eleven miles out to sea from

Turnberry’s famed Ailsa Course

sits the massive volcanic rock Ailsa Craig. More than a

landmark, it defines the virtues of Open Championship

golf: character and resolve. Both will be needed to emerge

victorious here. Sunny and cool, or rainy and cold, Open

Championship golf isn’t just dictated by the weather

but by windswept fairways, deep bunkers and difficult

greens. To walk away victorious, one needs to be strong

and stable. Like a rock.

the open championship

the ailsa course, turnberry
south ayrshire, scotland

july 16th to 19th, 2009
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From old castles that recall Swe-
den’s 600-year history in Finland to
the Soviet Union’s military con-
quests in the Nordic country, this
drive threads together Finnish his-
tory and culture. You’ll depart Hels-
inki for Hanko, the country’s most
southern city, and round off the jour-
ney in Turku, Finland’s former capi-
tal and oldest city.

Take the Ring I Road west out of
Helsinki and hop onto Highway 51.
From here it’s roughly 130 kilome-
ters southwest to Hanko. Before
heading into Hanko’s city center,
visit the Front museum near the vil-
lage of Lappohja on Road 25 on the
outskirts of Hanko for an explora-
tion of Finland’s World War II his-
tory (www.frontmuseum.fi).

For something lighter,
take Highway 51 all the
way into picturesque
Hanko to visit some of the
best beaches in Finland.
The Water Tower in the
city center offers great
views of the Baltic Sea and
Hanko’s marina.

Before leaving Hanko
and heading northwest
around 150 kilometers to
Turku, have lunch at “The
House of the Four Winds.”
The seaside café is known
for its cakes and cookies and has a
tasty pork chop steak with mush-
room cream sauce.

To reach Turku from Hanko, take
Road 25 to Tammisaari, Road 52 to
Salo and then Highway 18. Turku,
which dates to around 1230, served
as Finland’s capital from 1809-12 un-
til Russia took control of Finland
and Czar Alexander I wanted the
capital moved to Helsinki. Among
the highlights in this city is the Luth-
eran Cathedral, an important place
of worship for Finland’s practicing
Lutherans. The impressive medi-
eval church, located in the town cen-

ter, features a patchwork of ma-
sonry styles, some of which date to
the 13th century.

Turku castle, another must-visit,
once served as an important admin-
istrative hub for the Swedish
Crown. It’s located at the Turku har-
bor about three kilometers from the
heart of the city. After checking out
the castle’s dungeons, it’s a pretty
easy walk to Svarte Rudolf or one of
the other charming restaurant
boats nearby for lunch or dinner on
the River Aura. Try the pan-fried
herring with mashed potatoes.
 —Spencer Swartz

Finland: The Turku trail

Above, Turku Castle; below right, the Water Tower in Hanko.

Arbitrage

The price of baby-sitting 
service at a luxury hotel

City Local currency Œ

Frankfurt Œ17 Œ17

Brussels Œ20 Œ20

Rome Œ20 Œ20

London*† £20 Œ23

Paris Œ25 Œ25

New York* $35 Œ25

Tokyo ¥3,892 Œ30

*Exclusive of an additional transportation fee †Four-hour minimum Note: Per hour; prices, including 
taxes, as provided by hotels in each city, averaged and converted into euros. 
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DISTINCTIVE PROPERTIES & ESTATES

Ultimate privacy and tranquility in Vermont.
Charming 1915 cottage on 5,05 acres, with
your own forest pond. Arctic vegetation.
Mushrooms. Near ski resorts and golf .
Formerly owned by Russian nobility. Private,
discreet sale. $595,000

woodstockhouse@aol.com

Princess Hill, fit for a Queen

www.emerson-estate.com

Lakes Region, New Hampshire
Many unique homes & lots in

unspoiled village of Sandwich, NH.
Squam Lake boat slips
Lots 4mile from lake.

Prime Properties:

Southwest France
Water Mill & Guest House
Tarn River Valley, stone roofedwater
mill w/guest house, 3 waterfalls,
6 terraces, old stone bridge, restored
w/2 sets millstones, bread oven,
3,200+ sq. ft., 4 br., 3 ba., 3 studios,
private, south facing, 3.2 acres,
2 mi. to 3 lovely villages. $1,210,000.

Judy O'Shea
33 (0)56 599 7136
judyoshea.com

CHEAP AMERICAN LAND
Call 912-729-5544

or visit

www.VacantLandAmerica.com

SUMMER RENTAL
NEW YORK CITY

One Bedroom, Furnished Apartment
for Rent July, August & September,

Upper Eastside. Utilities Included, A/C.
$2,700. per/mo.

212-288-3549 after 10:30 a.m.

Distinctive
Properties &Estates

Sell to the right audience.

Call 44-20-7842-9600
or 49-69-971-4280

COLOR AD HERE
7cb0018371a

ploumis
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When the temperatures climb, do like the
Riviera locals and head for the hills, up into
the tranquil breezy backcountry, an itinerary
that will take you from the northern Var to
the Alpes de Haute Provence. Expect a wild
landscape of green valleys, lush vineyards,
miniature medieval villages and honey-col-
ored stone churches with forged-iron bell tow-
ers, which abruptly changes into rugged can-
yons and postcard-perfect lavender fields.

From the Nice airport, drive west on A8
and exit at Les Arcs-sur-Argens (pick up some
excellent crus classés at Château Sainte Rose-
line, a winery housed in a 12th-century clois-
ter surrounded by a rose garden, with a Ba-
roque chapel next door with contemporary
works by the likes of Chagall and Giacometti),
then take the D10 north to past Lorgues
through a forest of green truffle oaks. The
route turns into D557 about 15 kilometers be-
fore the tiny village of Aups—winter truffle
headquarters—but the market is worth a stop
even off-season to pick up some local truffle
or mill-ground olive oil, and the local restau-
rants serve grated white summer truffles on
salads and seafood.

Then head north on D957. The scenic road
borders the sapphire waters of the Lac de
Sainte Croix, up to windy perched town of
Aiguines and make a sharp right on D19 (don’t
miss the fairy-tale castle with multi-colored
towers). You’ve arrived at the Grand Canyon
du Verdon, France’s little Wild West, laced
with dramatic cliffs, deep ocher gorges and
emerald waterfalls. The spectacular scenery
makes up for harrowing stretch of hairpin
turns on the one-lane road of the Corniche
Sublime for about 30 kilometers. Then loop
around to the left to along the other side of
the cliff, la Falaise des Cavaliers, to D71, which
borders the Grand Canyon.

This will take you back to D952, which
snakes up to the lovely village of Moustiers
Sainte-Marie. Built up on a towering rock
face, with a deep crevasse joined by little
bridges, Moustiers is well worth a stop. Pick
up some of the village’s famed faïence—white
ceramics with delicate arabesques of birds
and flowers—made from the fine local clay.
Best bet: l’Atelier Bondil.

You can dine and spend the night at the
nearby stone manor, La Bastide de Moustiers,
Alain Ducasse’s country auberge surrounded
by fruit groves and vegetable gardens, set
back in the valley below, with superb authen-
tic Provençal cuisine.

The following morning, head 15 kilome-
ters southwest on D952 to Riez, then take the
narrow country road D6 for about 14 kilome-
ters in the direction of the Plateau de Valen-
sole. Even before you roll down your windows
and inhale, the lavender fields are so fragrant
that you might swoon. After reaching the vil-
lage of Valensole, continue for about 15 kilo-
meters on D6 to Manosque. Cross through the
village and then take direction Volx to Mane,
approximately 28 kilometers northwest. Stop
for lunch on the shady terrace at the Couvent
des Minimes, a pretty 17th-century Fran-
ciscan convent revamped into a hotel, spa and
restaurant, set back on a quiet road just east
of the village.  —Lanie Goodman

With average altitudes of 1,500 meters
above sea level, Switzerland’s Engadin Valley
feels more like a plateau—until you look up at
the 3,000-meter mountains surrounding you.
The 100-kilometer long valley follows the Inn
River, between the Maloja Pass, used since Ro-
man times, and the Austrian border. Dotted
with towns and villages ranging from modern
resorts to isolated hamlets, the Engadin is
blessed with sunny days when the rest of Swit-
zerland is stuck with drizzle.

The Engadin’s most famous destination is
St. Moritz, winter playground for the super-
rich, where summer attracts sports-minded
families who come for the kite surfing on one
of the nearby lakes. But the most beautiful is
arguably Zuoz, a perfectly preserved Renais-
sance village, with frescoed houses and the oc-
casional herd of cattle passing along its cob-
blestone streets. The Castell Hotel Zuoz,
housed in an early 20th-century resort, is the
top address in town, but you can also rent
apartments in centuries-old farmhouses
through the tourist office.

The most scenic way to reach the Engadin
is by one of the mountain passes open only in
summer, like the Fluela Pass, which connects
Davos to the valley, or the Albula pass. (Sum-
mer snowfalls sometimes close the passes
down for the day.) With Zuoz as your base, go
northeast on the main valley road toward Aus-
tria for the Lower Engadin, where villages sit
on high terraces, and the valley itself grows
narrower and wilder. Or go southwest toward
Maloja, where the wide mountain valley is as
straight as an airport runway, and you feel
that you’re driving across the top of the world.

If you make the trip a weekend, a great
place to stay on your second night is Sils, the
lakeside village where philosopher Friedrich
Nietzsche spent the most productive years of
his writing life. (The house where he lived is
now a museum.) The Engadin is known for its
pastry chefs, and the local specialty, Enga-
diner Nusstorte, a cake-like pecan pie, varies
from village to village. Pick up at a slice in Sils
at Grond Café. Switzerland celebrates its na-
tional holiday on Aug. 1, and at nightfall the
Engadin’s mountains are alight with “Höhen-
feuer,” signal fires used to communicate be-
fore there were roads.  —J.S. Marcus

Dylan Thomas, Swansea’s most famous
son, once described his breezy, boisterous
birthplace as an “ugly, lovely town.” The east-
ern approach to the city—a three-hour zip
down the M4 motorway from London—is cer-
tainly more the former than the latter, but as
you round the tidal sweep of Swansea Bay,
steel works and oil refineries give way to the
golden beaches, precipitous cliffs and rolling
countryside of the Gower peninsula.

The gateway to the Gower is Mumbles, a
former Norman stronghold and fishing vil-
lage now better known for its mile of salty
pubs. After visiting the 13th-century Oyster-
mouth Castle, drive along the windy, hedge-
lined South Gower road to the hamlet of Pen-
maen.

Here you have a choice of two spectacular
hikes. The coastal walk leads to a jagged prom-
ontory offering dramatic views of Three Cliffs
and Oxwich bays. The other option is to head
up Cefn Bryn, a sandstone ridge known as the
“backbone of the Gower.” After some gentle
rambling, drop down into the sleepy village of
Reynoldston for a pint of prawns—or some-
thing stronger—at the lively King Arthur Ho-
tel.

Then drive past the ruined castles and
sleepy farmsteads that dot the A4118 to Rhos-
sili, a blustery village at the western end of
the peninsula. This is the Gower at its wildest
and windiest. Hang-gliders haul themselves
off the towering Rhossili Down while seals
and surfers bob in the shadow of Worm’s
Head—an emerald green outcrop that is acces-
sible only at low tide.

You can walk all the way to the serpent-
like head, along the “rubbery, gull-limed
grass, the sheep-piled stones, the pieces of
bones and feathers” so vividly described by
Thomas. Or you can admire the awe-inspiring
views from the reasonably priced Worm’s
Head Hotel, where you can sample local speci-
alities like laverbread (seaweed) and cockles.
Both taste better than they sound.
 —Gareth Harding

There are faster, more direct ways to
travel from northern Italy to the Ligurian
coast, but none is quite as enchanting as the
drive through Val Trebbia. The route takes
you through a region unfamiliar even to many
Italians, with green forests, quaint mountain
towns and a deep river canyon.

Leaving Piacenza, take SS45 west toward
Bobbio. This single-lane state highway will
bring you all the way to Genoa. The town Riv-
ergaro marks your entrance into the Trebbia
valley. In 218 B.C., Hannibal’s armies dealt Ro-
man soldiers a crushing defeat here as the
Carthaginian general pressed into Italy. In the
years since, time seems to have forgotten this
valley, equally disconnected from the city be-
hind you and the beachside bustle ahead.

Roughly 40 minutes later you’ll reach Bob-
bio, a well-preserved medieval town. The ab-
bey, founded by St. Columban around 612,
boasted one of the most important libraries in
Europe in the Middle Ages. You can visit Ba-
roque and Romanesque churches, Palazzo
Malaspina and the striking Ponte Gobbo, an
arched stone bridge that stretches nearly 300
meters across the valley.

After Bobbio the SS45 enters its most spec-
tacular stretch: an 11-kilometer series of curves
and turns through a narrow, verdant canyon
that leads to Marsaglia. The clear blue Trebbia
River snakes along far below, lined with sandy
banks that boast a touch of color here and
there where bathers have spread towels to es-
cape the heat. Driving with the windows down,
you can appreciate distinctly cooler tempera-
tures, the sharp smell of pinewoods and fleet-
ing hints of riverbank barbecues.

At Marsaglia, turn off the SS45 for a brief
detour up to Brugnello, a pedestrian-only
mountaintop village where rough-stone build-
ings all have intricately carved wooden doors
and shutters. The Hotel Ristorante Rocca
Rosa serves excellent Porcini mushroom
pasta, homemade bread and Bonarda, a local
sparkling red wine.

Not long after Marsaglia the SS45 begins
to weave down the Apennines toward the sea.
Small towns with increasingly modern build-
ings spring up, the air grows warmer and
somehow heavier, as if leaving the valley
means an oppressive return to reality.
 —Aaron Maines

There are few parts of Europe with such an
intricate interplay between land and water
than the southwestern corner of the Nether-
lands. Under endless skies, skinny fingers of
land are divided by North Sea inlets or broad
river estuaries. High dunes protect fields of
wheat or flax on polders reclaimed from the
waves. Roads through Zeeland province flirt
constantly with the water, hugging the coast-
line or following the crest of dikes that offer
immense views across the delta.

Set out from the little fishing harbor of
Yerseke, center of the region’s shellfish trade.
Arrive in time for lunch for some ultra-fresh
mussels or oysters from renowned restau-
rants like the Oesterbeurs or Het Reymer-
swale. Cross the canal and pass the two white-
washed windmills in Wemeldinge before head-
ing east. The road runs along the south bank
of the Oosterschelde estuary, a national park
teaming with birds and sea life. Pause to listen
to the clatter of the jackdaws in the idyllic
hamlet of Kattendijke before heading into ele-
gant Goes with its great Gothic church, café-
lined market square and a harbor surrounded
by 17th-century merchant houses.

The back roads to Middelburg pass herds
of black-and-white Friesian cattle grazing the
polders. Nazi bombing devastated Middel-
burg in 1940, but the restored downtown re-
calls the provincial capital’s golden age as a
17th-century trading hub.

Next stop: the seaside. Zeeland boasts over
70 kilometers of sandy beaches with quaint re-
sorts like Westkapelle, Vrouwenpolder or
Domburg. All have stands selling seaside
snacks, such as raw herring or deep fried mus-
sels. Turn inland along the N287 passing the
medieval Westhove Castle—surely the coun-
try’s poshest youth hostel—and head to
Veere. This pearl of a town was once a pirate
haven, but was cut off from the sea by flood
defenses in the 1960s that formed a tranquil
lake appreciated by the yachting set.

You’ll see the skyline of Zierikzee rising up
from the polders long before you arrive. This
is one of the best-preserved maritime towns
in the Netherlands. Stroll in past medieval
city gates, rows of red-roofed fishermen’s cot-
tages and lavish brick town houses.
 —Paul Ames

Summer 
road trips

France: Backwoods Riviera

Switzerland: Valley high

Top, the Nietzsche House in Sils, Switzerland;
above, the annual mussel festival in Yerseke,
Netherlands.

Wales: Worm’s Head or bust
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Fasten your seat belts, it’s going to be a sunny ride. 
On the next three pages we look at six great European driving excursions
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Ponte Gobbo in Bobbio, Italy;
top right, Welsh laverbread
with rosemary; bottom right,
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Mumbles, Wales.
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Lac de Sainte Croix at Aiguines, France;
below left, a lavender field on the
Plateau de Valensole near Puimoisson,
France; below right, a windmill near
Goes, in Zeeland, the Netherlands.
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When the temperatures climb, do like the
Riviera locals and head for the hills, up into
the tranquil breezy backcountry, an itinerary
that will take you from the northern Var to
the Alpes de Haute Provence. Expect a wild
landscape of green valleys, lush vineyards,
miniature medieval villages and honey-col-
ored stone churches with forged-iron bell tow-
ers, which abruptly changes into rugged can-
yons and postcard-perfect lavender fields.

From the Nice airport, drive west on A8
and exit at Les Arcs-sur-Argens (pick up some
excellent crus classés at Château Sainte Rose-
line, a winery housed in a 12th-century clois-
ter surrounded by a rose garden, with a Ba-
roque chapel next door with contemporary
works by the likes of Chagall and Giacometti),
then take the D10 north to past Lorgues
through a forest of green truffle oaks. The
route turns into D557 about 15 kilometers be-
fore the tiny village of Aups—winter truffle
headquarters—but the market is worth a stop
even off-season to pick up some local truffle
or mill-ground olive oil, and the local restau-
rants serve grated white summer truffles on
salads and seafood.

Then head north on D957. The scenic road
borders the sapphire waters of the Lac de
Sainte Croix, up to windy perched town of
Aiguines and make a sharp right on D19 (don’t
miss the fairy-tale castle with multi-colored
towers). You’ve arrived at the Grand Canyon
du Verdon, France’s little Wild West, laced
with dramatic cliffs, deep ocher gorges and
emerald waterfalls. The spectacular scenery
makes up for harrowing stretch of hairpin
turns on the one-lane road of the Corniche
Sublime for about 30 kilometers. Then loop
around to the left to along the other side of
the cliff, la Falaise des Cavaliers, to D71, which
borders the Grand Canyon.

This will take you back to D952, which
snakes up to the lovely village of Moustiers
Sainte-Marie. Built up on a towering rock
face, with a deep crevasse joined by little
bridges, Moustiers is well worth a stop. Pick
up some of the village’s famed faïence—white
ceramics with delicate arabesques of birds
and flowers—made from the fine local clay.
Best bet: l’Atelier Bondil.

You can dine and spend the night at the
nearby stone manor, La Bastide de Moustiers,
Alain Ducasse’s country auberge surrounded
by fruit groves and vegetable gardens, set
back in the valley below, with superb authen-
tic Provençal cuisine.

The following morning, head 15 kilome-
ters southwest on D952 to Riez, then take the
narrow country road D6 for about 14 kilome-
ters in the direction of the Plateau de Valen-
sole. Even before you roll down your windows
and inhale, the lavender fields are so fragrant
that you might swoon. After reaching the vil-
lage of Valensole, continue for about 15 kilo-
meters on D6 to Manosque. Cross through the
village and then take direction Volx to Mane,
approximately 28 kilometers northwest. Stop
for lunch on the shady terrace at the Couvent
des Minimes, a pretty 17th-century Fran-
ciscan convent revamped into a hotel, spa and
restaurant, set back on a quiet road just east
of the village.  —Lanie Goodman

With average altitudes of 1,500 meters
above sea level, Switzerland’s Engadin Valley
feels more like a plateau—until you look up at
the 3,000-meter mountains surrounding you.
The 100-kilometer long valley follows the Inn
River, between the Maloja Pass, used since Ro-
man times, and the Austrian border. Dotted
with towns and villages ranging from modern
resorts to isolated hamlets, the Engadin is
blessed with sunny days when the rest of Swit-
zerland is stuck with drizzle.

The Engadin’s most famous destination is
St. Moritz, winter playground for the super-
rich, where summer attracts sports-minded
families who come for the kite surfing on one
of the nearby lakes. But the most beautiful is
arguably Zuoz, a perfectly preserved Renais-
sance village, with frescoed houses and the oc-
casional herd of cattle passing along its cob-
blestone streets. The Castell Hotel Zuoz,
housed in an early 20th-century resort, is the
top address in town, but you can also rent
apartments in centuries-old farmhouses
through the tourist office.

The most scenic way to reach the Engadin
is by one of the mountain passes open only in
summer, like the Fluela Pass, which connects
Davos to the valley, or the Albula pass. (Sum-
mer snowfalls sometimes close the passes
down for the day.) With Zuoz as your base, go
northeast on the main valley road toward Aus-
tria for the Lower Engadin, where villages sit
on high terraces, and the valley itself grows
narrower and wilder. Or go southwest toward
Maloja, where the wide mountain valley is as
straight as an airport runway, and you feel
that you’re driving across the top of the world.

If you make the trip a weekend, a great
place to stay on your second night is Sils, the
lakeside village where philosopher Friedrich
Nietzsche spent the most productive years of
his writing life. (The house where he lived is
now a museum.) The Engadin is known for its
pastry chefs, and the local specialty, Enga-
diner Nusstorte, a cake-like pecan pie, varies
from village to village. Pick up at a slice in Sils
at Grond Café. Switzerland celebrates its na-
tional holiday on Aug. 1, and at nightfall the
Engadin’s mountains are alight with “Höhen-
feuer,” signal fires used to communicate be-
fore there were roads.  —J.S. Marcus

Dylan Thomas, Swansea’s most famous
son, once described his breezy, boisterous
birthplace as an “ugly, lovely town.” The east-
ern approach to the city—a three-hour zip
down the M4 motorway from London—is cer-
tainly more the former than the latter, but as
you round the tidal sweep of Swansea Bay,
steel works and oil refineries give way to the
golden beaches, precipitous cliffs and rolling
countryside of the Gower peninsula.

The gateway to the Gower is Mumbles, a
former Norman stronghold and fishing vil-
lage now better known for its mile of salty
pubs. After visiting the 13th-century Oyster-
mouth Castle, drive along the windy, hedge-
lined South Gower road to the hamlet of Pen-
maen.

Here you have a choice of two spectacular
hikes. The coastal walk leads to a jagged prom-
ontory offering dramatic views of Three Cliffs
and Oxwich bays. The other option is to head
up Cefn Bryn, a sandstone ridge known as the
“backbone of the Gower.” After some gentle
rambling, drop down into the sleepy village of
Reynoldston for a pint of prawns—or some-
thing stronger—at the lively King Arthur Ho-
tel.

Then drive past the ruined castles and
sleepy farmsteads that dot the A4118 to Rhos-
sili, a blustery village at the western end of
the peninsula. This is the Gower at its wildest
and windiest. Hang-gliders haul themselves
off the towering Rhossili Down while seals
and surfers bob in the shadow of Worm’s
Head—an emerald green outcrop that is acces-
sible only at low tide.

You can walk all the way to the serpent-
like head, along the “rubbery, gull-limed
grass, the sheep-piled stones, the pieces of
bones and feathers” so vividly described by
Thomas. Or you can admire the awe-inspiring
views from the reasonably priced Worm’s
Head Hotel, where you can sample local speci-
alities like laverbread (seaweed) and cockles.
Both taste better than they sound.
 —Gareth Harding

There are faster, more direct ways to
travel from northern Italy to the Ligurian
coast, but none is quite as enchanting as the
drive through Val Trebbia. The route takes
you through a region unfamiliar even to many
Italians, with green forests, quaint mountain
towns and a deep river canyon.

Leaving Piacenza, take SS45 west toward
Bobbio. This single-lane state highway will
bring you all the way to Genoa. The town Riv-
ergaro marks your entrance into the Trebbia
valley. In 218 B.C., Hannibal’s armies dealt Ro-
man soldiers a crushing defeat here as the
Carthaginian general pressed into Italy. In the
years since, time seems to have forgotten this
valley, equally disconnected from the city be-
hind you and the beachside bustle ahead.

Roughly 40 minutes later you’ll reach Bob-
bio, a well-preserved medieval town. The ab-
bey, founded by St. Columban around 612,
boasted one of the most important libraries in
Europe in the Middle Ages. You can visit Ba-
roque and Romanesque churches, Palazzo
Malaspina and the striking Ponte Gobbo, an
arched stone bridge that stretches nearly 300
meters across the valley.

After Bobbio the SS45 enters its most spec-
tacular stretch: an 11-kilometer series of curves
and turns through a narrow, verdant canyon
that leads to Marsaglia. The clear blue Trebbia
River snakes along far below, lined with sandy
banks that boast a touch of color here and
there where bathers have spread towels to es-
cape the heat. Driving with the windows down,
you can appreciate distinctly cooler tempera-
tures, the sharp smell of pinewoods and fleet-
ing hints of riverbank barbecues.

At Marsaglia, turn off the SS45 for a brief
detour up to Brugnello, a pedestrian-only
mountaintop village where rough-stone build-
ings all have intricately carved wooden doors
and shutters. The Hotel Ristorante Rocca
Rosa serves excellent Porcini mushroom
pasta, homemade bread and Bonarda, a local
sparkling red wine.

Not long after Marsaglia the SS45 begins
to weave down the Apennines toward the sea.
Small towns with increasingly modern build-
ings spring up, the air grows warmer and
somehow heavier, as if leaving the valley
means an oppressive return to reality.
 —Aaron Maines

There are few parts of Europe with such an
intricate interplay between land and water
than the southwestern corner of the Nether-
lands. Under endless skies, skinny fingers of
land are divided by North Sea inlets or broad
river estuaries. High dunes protect fields of
wheat or flax on polders reclaimed from the
waves. Roads through Zeeland province flirt
constantly with the water, hugging the coast-
line or following the crest of dikes that offer
immense views across the delta.

Set out from the little fishing harbor of
Yerseke, center of the region’s shellfish trade.
Arrive in time for lunch for some ultra-fresh
mussels or oysters from renowned restau-
rants like the Oesterbeurs or Het Reymer-
swale. Cross the canal and pass the two white-
washed windmills in Wemeldinge before head-
ing east. The road runs along the south bank
of the Oosterschelde estuary, a national park
teaming with birds and sea life. Pause to listen
to the clatter of the jackdaws in the idyllic
hamlet of Kattendijke before heading into ele-
gant Goes with its great Gothic church, café-
lined market square and a harbor surrounded
by 17th-century merchant houses.

The back roads to Middelburg pass herds
of black-and-white Friesian cattle grazing the
polders. Nazi bombing devastated Middel-
burg in 1940, but the restored downtown re-
calls the provincial capital’s golden age as a
17th-century trading hub.

Next stop: the seaside. Zeeland boasts over
70 kilometers of sandy beaches with quaint re-
sorts like Westkapelle, Vrouwenpolder or
Domburg. All have stands selling seaside
snacks, such as raw herring or deep fried mus-
sels. Turn inland along the N287 passing the
medieval Westhove Castle—surely the coun-
try’s poshest youth hostel—and head to
Veere. This pearl of a town was once a pirate
haven, but was cut off from the sea by flood
defenses in the 1960s that formed a tranquil
lake appreciated by the yachting set.

You’ll see the skyline of Zierikzee rising up
from the polders long before you arrive. This
is one of the best-preserved maritime towns
in the Netherlands. Stroll in past medieval
city gates, rows of red-roofed fishermen’s cot-
tages and lavish brick town houses.
 —Paul Ames

Summer 
road trips

France: Backwoods Riviera

Switzerland: Valley high

Top, the Nietzsche House in Sils, Switzerland;
above, the annual mussel festival in Yerseke,
Netherlands.

Wales: Worm’s Head or bust
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Ponte Gobbo in Bobbio, Italy;
top right, Welsh laverbread
with rosemary; bottom right,
Oystermouth Castle in
Mumbles, Wales.
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Lac de Sainte Croix at Aiguines, France;
below left, a lavender field on the
Plateau de Valensole near Puimoisson,
France; below right, a windmill near
Goes, in Zeeland, the Netherlands.
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OYSTER PERPETUAL DATEJUST

Eleven miles out to sea from

Turnberry’s famed Ailsa Course

sits the massive volcanic rock Ailsa Craig. More than a

landmark, it defines the virtues of Open Championship

golf: character and resolve. Both will be needed to emerge

victorious here. Sunny and cool, or rainy and cold, Open

Championship golf isn’t just dictated by the weather

but by windswept fairways, deep bunkers and difficult

greens. To walk away victorious, one needs to be strong

and stable. Like a rock.

the open championship

the ailsa course, turnberry
south ayrshire, scotland

july 16th to 19th, 2009
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From old castles that recall Swe-
den’s 600-year history in Finland to
the Soviet Union’s military con-
quests in the Nordic country, this
drive threads together Finnish his-
tory and culture. You’ll depart Hels-
inki for Hanko, the country’s most
southern city, and round off the jour-
ney in Turku, Finland’s former capi-
tal and oldest city.

Take the Ring I Road west out of
Helsinki and hop onto Highway 51.
From here it’s roughly 130 kilome-
ters southwest to Hanko. Before
heading into Hanko’s city center,
visit the Front museum near the vil-
lage of Lappohja on Road 25 on the
outskirts of Hanko for an explora-
tion of Finland’s World War II his-
tory (www.frontmuseum.fi).

For something lighter,
take Highway 51 all the
way into picturesque
Hanko to visit some of the
best beaches in Finland.
The Water Tower in the
city center offers great
views of the Baltic Sea and
Hanko’s marina.

Before leaving Hanko
and heading northwest
around 150 kilometers to
Turku, have lunch at “The
House of the Four Winds.”
The seaside café is known
for its cakes and cookies and has a
tasty pork chop steak with mush-
room cream sauce.

To reach Turku from Hanko, take
Road 25 to Tammisaari, Road 52 to
Salo and then Highway 18. Turku,
which dates to around 1230, served
as Finland’s capital from 1809-12 un-
til Russia took control of Finland
and Czar Alexander I wanted the
capital moved to Helsinki. Among
the highlights in this city is the Luth-
eran Cathedral, an important place
of worship for Finland’s practicing
Lutherans. The impressive medi-
eval church, located in the town cen-

ter, features a patchwork of ma-
sonry styles, some of which date to
the 13th century.

Turku castle, another must-visit,
once served as an important admin-
istrative hub for the Swedish
Crown. It’s located at the Turku har-
bor about three kilometers from the
heart of the city. After checking out
the castle’s dungeons, it’s a pretty
easy walk to Svarte Rudolf or one of
the other charming restaurant
boats nearby for lunch or dinner on
the River Aura. Try the pan-fried
herring with mashed potatoes.
 —Spencer Swartz

Finland: The Turku trail

Above, Turku Castle; below right, the Water Tower in Hanko.

Arbitrage

The price of baby-sitting 
service at a luxury hotel

City Local currency Œ

Frankfurt Œ17 Œ17

Brussels Œ20 Œ20

Rome Œ20 Œ20

London*† £20 Œ23

Paris Œ25 Œ25

New York* $35 Œ25

Tokyo ¥3,892 Œ30

*Exclusive of an additional transportation fee †Four-hour minimum Note: Per hour; prices, including 
taxes, as provided by hotels in each city, averaged and converted into euros. 
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DISTINCTIVE PROPERTIES & ESTATES

Ultimate privacy and tranquility in Vermont.
Charming 1915 cottage on 5,05 acres, with
your own forest pond. Arctic vegetation.
Mushrooms. Near ski resorts and golf .
Formerly owned by Russian nobility. Private,
discreet sale. $595,000

woodstockhouse@aol.com

Princess Hill, fit for a Queen

www.emerson-estate.com

Lakes Region, New Hampshire
Many unique homes & lots in

unspoiled village of Sandwich, NH.
Squam Lake boat slips
Lots 4mile from lake.

Prime Properties:

Southwest France
Water Mill & Guest House
Tarn River Valley, stone roofedwater
mill w/guest house, 3 waterfalls,
6 terraces, old stone bridge, restored
w/2 sets millstones, bread oven,
3,200+ sq. ft., 4 br., 3 ba., 3 studios,
private, south facing, 3.2 acres,
2 mi. to 3 lovely villages. $1,210,000.

Judy O'Shea
33 (0)56 599 7136
judyoshea.com

CHEAP AMERICAN LAND
Call 912-729-5544

or visit

www.VacantLandAmerica.com

SUMMER RENTAL
NEW YORK CITY

One Bedroom, Furnished Apartment
for Rent July, August & September,

Upper Eastside. Utilities Included, A/C.
$2,700. per/mo.

212-288-3549 after 10:30 a.m.

Distinctive
Properties &Estates

Sell to the right audience.

Call 44-20-7842-9600
or 49-69-971-4280

COLOR AD HERE
7cb0018371a

ploumis
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Lynn Marriott, left, and
Pia Nilsson coach a

client; right, Suzann
Pettersen at the

Sybase Classic LPGA
event in May.

Women’s golf goes holistic
By Hannah Karp

E
VER SINCE ANNIKA Soren-
stam, one of golf’s winningest
players, stepped away from

competition in December, many of
the other players on the LPGA tour
have been acting a bit strange.

Suzann Pettersen has been
counting obsessively out loud as
she walks down the fairway. Italy’s
Giulia Sergas has been pretending
to snowboard while waiting for her
turn. Finland’s Minea Blomqvist has
been attempting to channel Ms. So-
renstam’s spirit, mimicking her pos-
ture, tempo and facial expressions.
And this April at the Kraft Nabisco
Championship in Rancho Mirage, Ca-
lif., Brittany Lincicome sang and
whistled country songs by Keith Ur-
ban and Sugarland after nearly ev-
ery shot. She won the tournament—
her first major victory.

“Everyone probably heard, but it
really helped me take my mind off
my bad shots,” says Ms. Lincicome,
who has been singing on the course
ever since.

As the U.S. Women’s Open kicks
off in Bethlehem, Pa., golf fans can
thank Ms. Sorenstam’s longtime
mentor, Pia Nilsson, and her coach-
ing partner, Lynn Marriott, for the
increase in odd behavior on the
greens. Now a regular presence at
tour events, the duo has picked up
nearly 20 new tour clients since the
retirement of Ms. Nilsson’s star pu-
pil last year. Together, they help
players win with a “holistic” ap-
proach that’s based on who each cli-
ent is as a “whole person.”

Instead of focusing only on a
player’s stance or swing, Ms. Nils-
son and Ms. Marriott say they take
players’ spiritual, social, physical,
mental and emotional needs into ac-
count as well, suggesting remedies
that often have little to do with tech-
nical golf and have included listen-
ing to iPods, playing Sudoku, jump-
ing up and down or staring up at the
trees during downtime on the
course.

“We know teachers and coaches
are wondering what we’re doing,”
says Ms. Nilsson, who notes on their
Web site that she hates cocktail par-
ties, loves the color blue, makes her
own cereal and has kept stats on the
number of ice cream cones she eats
each summer. Ms. Marriott enjoys

gardening, values kindness, hates
“when things are messy” and does
her spiritual rejuvenating in Se-
dona, Ariz.

Traditionalists may balk at the
pair’s hippie-dippie philosophy, but
both come from serious golf back-
grounds. Ms. Nilsson played golf at
Arizona State University, spent five
years on the LPGA tour and nearly
10 years as the head coach of Swe-
den’s national women’s teams,
where she met Ms. Sorenstam.

Ms. Marriott directed education
at ASU’s golf course and worked for
years as the LPGA’s director of
teacher training. Their 10-year-old
golf school in Phoenix, named Vi-
sion 54 for the idea that any player
has the potential to birdie every
hole on the golf course for an 18-un-
der-par round of 54, accepts both
pros and amateurs, charging $300
per hour and more than $2,000 for a
three-day course.

Before taking on new clients, Ms.
Nilsson and Ms. Marriott like to ob-
serve a player in competition and
then ask questions like “What do
you love most about the game?”
“What are you aware of during
swings?” and “What are you saying

to yourself after shots?”
The last question is key. Ms. Nils-

son and Ms. Marriott are part of a
growing camp that believes ignor-
ing or bottling up emotional im-
pulses may do more harm than
good.

Admired for her steely compo-
sure on the course, Ms. Sorenstam
nonetheless says she struggled with
“butterflies” at tournaments. Ms.
Nilsson saw her take creative steps
to harness her nervous energy, such
as writing inspirational notes to her-
self on the bill of her cap or visor
that she could read when the pres-
sure mounted, and repeating man-
tras like “fairway green” when she
hit shots she didn’t like. Through it
all, the coach says Ms. Sorenstam
had an exceptional knack for “man-
aging her mind.”

That’s why when Ms. Sorenstam
retired from the Tour in 2008, many
were surprised to see the world’s
top woman golfer walk away from
tournament play. Her goal was to
translate 72 LPGA tournament wins—
including 10 majors—into a liveli-
hood building golf courses, a golf
academy, a foundation and starting
other business ventures.

“Tour professionals need to
make sure that they have more
meaningful roles than just being a
golfer,” says Ms. Nilsson, who says
she avoided giving Ms. Sorenstam
concrete career advice but was con-
stantly asking her how she wanted
to be remembered—either five
years down the road or the Monday
following a tournament.

No two players get the same pre-
scription. Ai Miyazato called Vision
54 in 2007, a year after getting her
tour card, when she began having
problems with her driver. To help
get her performance back on track,
the coaches suggested that Ms.
Miyazato change her behavior off
the course instead—giving her tips
on everything from how to spend
her days off and how to talk to the
Japanese media.

“I rarely talk about my bad shots
in interviews now and I always try
to take in all the good things that
happened in a round,” says Ms.
Miyazato, who now signs her name:
“Ai 54.” (She finished tenth in the
U.S. Women’s Open in 2007 and fifth
in the Women’s British Open a year
later.)

Marcy Hart, who joined the

LPGA tour in 2001, called Ms. Nils-
son and Ms. Marriott in March last
year because she was struggling
with her putting. Their recommen-
dations: She should try counting to
10 several times after every shot
and then recite funny lines to her
caddy from her favorite movie,
“Meet the Parents.”

“Initially it caught me a little off
guard that they weren’t going to
teach me how to swing the golf
club,” recalls Ms. Hart. As for the
movie-line suggestion, she says, “I
thought, ‘Really? Wow, I always
thought you were supposed to stay
focused.’”

But Ms. Hart saw immediate re-
sults, going five-under par for eight
holes in her next tournament, which
she had never done before. She then
took Vision 54’s three-day program
in November.

On Ms. Hart’s recommendation,
Ms. Lincicome, 23, decided to seek
the pair’s help this spring before the
Kraft Nabisco Championship. Dur-
ing her initial 30-minute consulta-
tion, Ms. Nilsson and Ms. Marriott
suggested she sing or whistle with
her caddy to help herself recover
mentally from bad shots. Ms. Linci-
come said she thought the idea
sounded “really funny” but decided
that Ms. Sorenstam’s coaches of all
people “must know what works.”

She says the technique helped
her win the tournament—her first
major victory—and the next week
she spent two full days at their
school in Phoenix.

Ms. Sorenstam says she has spo-
ken with Ms. Nilsson at least several
times a month over the past 20
years and considers her a close
friend and sounding board, but
points out that Vision 54’s simple
“stay-in-the-moment, stay-posi-
tive” philosophy is no replacement
for a swing coach.

“I still use the same guy,” she
says.
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By Paul Levy
Special to The Wall Street Journal

I
F YOU VISIT THE Roger Fry be-
quest at the Courtauld Gallery in
London’s vast Somerset House

anytime during the summer, you’ll
find a cluster of (mostly American)
students hovering around the work
of the Bloomsbury painters: Van-
essa Bell and Duncan Grant, and Fry
himself. The students are invariably
fascinated by the work and lifestyle
of that group of people who (as the
anonymous wit said) “lived in
squares but loved in triangles” in
the early 20th century. This coterie
of close friends included powerful
intellects allied to great talents. Vir-
ginia and Leonard Woolf, Lytton
Strachey, John Maynard Keynes and
E.M. Forster, and the critics Clive
Bell and Fry, were influenced—
some more, some less—by the Cam-
bridge philosopher G.E. Moore.

The Bloomsbury artists, how-
ever, had another, more practical as-
pect to their work. The Courtauld’s
splendid exhibition, “Beyond
Bloomsbury: Designs of the Omega
Workshops 1913-19,” which runs un-
til Sept. 20, lifts them out of the con-
text of the Bloomsbury Group of bo-
hemian artists and intellectuals.

In the summer of 1913, Roger
Fry (who from 1904-10 had
been curator of paintings at
the Metropolitan Museum
in New York) founded the
Omega Workshops, which
produced wares for the
Omega “brand” from de-
signs by Fry, Bell and
Grant, as well as
Wyndham Lewis, Freder-
ick Etchells, Henri Gaudier-
Brzeska and Winifred Gill.
Fry required that the designs
were produced anonymously,
with only the brand logo, the Greek
letter “omega” in a square.

The company premises at 33
Fitzroy Square in Bloomsbury were
both a working studio and show-
room. Clients could buy smaller
items, order work ranging from
clothing to furniture, rugs, linens
and ceramics in a large variety of de-
signs—or even commission an en-
tire interior. The shop was unique in
London, because artists’ designs
were sold directly to the customers,
who included the Woolfs, Forster,
George Bernard Shaw, H.G. Wells,
W.B. Yeats and swanky, but uncon-
ventional socialites such as Lady Ot-
toline Morrell, Maud Cunard and
Gertrude Stein.

Fry’s intention was to oppose
mainstream, stuffy Edwardian do-
mestic interiors by marketing new,
exciting objects for the home. In
1913 he told a journalist that “it is
time that the spirit of fun was intro-
duced into furniture and into fab-
rics. We have suffered too long from
the dull and the stupidly serious.”

What his artists and craftsmen
replaced these objects with was as-
tonishing, even by today’s stan-
dards. For example, one of the prize
objects in the show is a “Painted silk
stole with a pair of confronted pea-
cocks at each end.” In fact this
wispy, delicate, 105-by-217 centime-
ter length of fine white chiffon is al-
most completely abstract, the pea-
cock’s bodies being hatchings in-
stead of blocks of color. There are no
black outlines at all, and the wings
and tails are drawn in bold, thick, an-

gular lines of primary colors, mak-
ing a typically dynamic pattern.

As the show’s catalog puts it, the
stole “makes no concessions to func-
tionality as an item of clothing.
Whether worn like a scarf or flung
over the shoulders, this extreme
piece of wearable art does not so
much enhance or flatter the wearer
as turn her into a mobile Fauve
painting.”

There are many books (and many
more Ph.D theses) about how the
Bloomsbury artists and critics trans-
mitted to the English-speaking
world French movements in the
arts, especially those of Post-Im-
pressionism (a term invented by
Fry) and their affinity for Matisse.
But it was Japanese poet and essay-
ist Yone Noguchi (father of sculptor
Isamu Noguchi) who, visiting the
Omega in its first winter of 1913-14,
noticed the strong alliance of much
Omega work with Japanese styles
and techniques, combined with mo-
tifs and perspectives taken from
Cubism. You don’t get much more
avant-garde than that.

Even today these look radical,
though also very much to our con-
temporary taste. This is especially
true of the textiles that are the ma-

jor part of this glorious show. Few
art historians rate Fry very highly
as a painter; but as a designer he
could be superlative. His printed
linen design “Amenophis” (loaned,
as are many of the exhibits, by the
Victoria and Albert Museum) is a
stunning, dense, repeating pattern
of overlapping blocks of subtle col-
ors, with the most satisfying post-
modern blues and reds imaginable,
but is actually taken from a less suc-
cessful painting. Other knockout fab-
rics, which one imagines the V&A
could market easily today, include

“Pamela,” “Margery,” “Mechtilde”
and Bell’s extraordinary design of
geometric palm leaves and
splodges of color, called “White.”

Though it had a bit of a pacifist
political agenda, Omega managed
to stay open through World War I,
but finally had its closing-down
sale in 1919. When you look at the
items in this show, you’ll be amazed
by the resonances with modern do-
mestic interiors—and by how these
designs from the second decade of
the last century still look bolder
than many of their descendants.

Above, clockwise from top: an Omega
Workshops design for a peacock stole;
a rug by Vanessa Bell; a painted plate,
attributed to Duncan Grant. Right,
Roger Fry in the Omega Workshops.

The bohemians’ rhapsody
Courtauld Gallery show traces the Bloomsbury Group’s influence on modern interiors

THE MARKET FOR collectible
coins seems to be bucking cur-

rent economic trends with a num-
ber of successful auctions in recent
months.

“We have a bedrock of collectors
with steady incomes,” says coin spe-
cialist William Mackay at Spink, a
London house that started trading
coins in 1703.

The attitude of collectors, ac-
cording to Tom Eden of London coin
auctioneer Morton & Eden, is “with
little return on investments, what’s

wrong with putting money into
your hobby?”

When Nomos AG—a Swiss
dealer that concentrates on the high-
end market—held its first public
sale ever in Zurich on May 11, few
lots remained unsold and many
soared above estimate. An ancient,
fifth-century coin from the Sicilian
city of Naxos—on the front a profile
of a dignified Dionysos, the god of
wine, and the same subject on the re-
verse tipsily looking into his wine
glass—fetched the highest price
ever for a Greek silver coin at
914,500 Swiss francs (estimate:
400,000 Swiss francs ). A sculptur-
ally beautiful silver coin from Lycia
(440-430 B.C.) with the head of a
goddess, possibly Aphrodite,
fetched 61,360 Swiss francs (esti-
mate: 18,500 Swiss francs).

At Spink’s large 600-lot March
sale, 96% of coins were sold. A gold
coin with the profile of Tiberius, em-
peror of Rome from 14 A.D.-37 A.D.,
sold for £12,750 (estimate:
£7,000-£8,000). A silver coin depict-
ing Alexander the Great wearing a
helmet covered in panther skin and
ornamented with bull’s horns (circa
304-297 B.C.) went for £9,300 (esti-
mate: £5,000-£6,000). On June 25,
Spink’s sale of ancient, British and
other coins also recorded a sale-lot
rate well in excess of 90%.

Collectors love a story, and Mor-
ton & Eden’s sale on June 9 had a
beauty. A hoard of 400-year-old
coins probably hidden at the begin-
ning of the English Civil War were
found by builders working on a site
in Oxfordshire in 1980. Having no
idea of their value, the builder gave
the coins to his 10-year-old grand-
son who was already an enthusias-
tic collector of stamps and sea-
shells. They stayed in a shoebox for
decades until the now-grown-up
grandson thought they might fi-
nance his forthcoming marriage. He
sold the 57 gold James I coins for
£76,360 (estimate: £50,000).

Bonhams next week will hold a
sale of coins ranging from the an-
cient world and onwards (July 15). A
highlight will be an English pattern
silver coin from 1818 with the head
of George III and on the reverse an
image of St. George killing the
dragon (estimate: £6,000-£8,000).

Coins featuring
Tiberius (left)
and Alexander
the Great.

Change worth
believing in

v Design
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Opening this week in Europe

WSJ.com 

Source: IMDB

WSJ.com subscribers can read reviews of these films 
and others at WSJ.com/FilmReview

n Adventureland Hungary
n Crossing Over Turkey
n Last Chance Harvey Greece
n Moon U.K.
n Public Enemies Hungary
n Rudo y Cursi Netherlands
n The Limits of Control Czech Republic
n The Proposal Estonia
n The Reader France 

‘Enemies’: Arresting, remote
M

ICHAEL MANN’S “Public Enemies”
never lacks for interest, or interest-
ing info. Back in the 1930s, we learn,

the FBI was simply called the Bureau of Inves-
tigation before being formally Federalized.
Mr. Mann uses the movie to conduct his own
investigation of an era when J. Edgar Hoover
and his agents were locked in self-promo-
tional combat with self-mythologizing crimi-
nals. This gangster drama, starring Johnny
Depp as Public Enemy Number One, the bank

robber John Dillinger, and Christian Bale as
Dillinger’s G-Man nemesis, Melvin Purvis, is
marvelously detailed and meticulously
crafted, an elegant evocation of Depression-
era America and its fascination with crime.
What the movie lacks is any sense of elation—
it’s joyless by choice—although moments of
passion burst through the prevailing gloom
like muzzle flashes in the night.

Mr. Depp’s performance sets the tone.
Don’t look for Johnny Depp the entertainer.
The sly eccentric who gave “Pirates of the Car-
ibbean” its whimsical soul is nowhere to be
found. This time the actor gives himself, heart
and head, to a portrayal of a tightly disci-
plined not-so-bad guy who speaks in terse
zingers (“What’s on your mind?” his lawyer
asks. “The electric chair,” Dillinger replies),
who comes to enjoy the public’s adulation,
and struggles to reconcile the risks he runs
for money, plus a generous measure of fame,
with the love he feels for his beautiful girl-
friend, Billie Frechette (Marion Cotillard). It’s
an impressive performance, rather than an ex-
citing one, and for a while Mr. Bale’s work is of
a piece—his Purvis seems to be Dillinger seen
darkly in a mirror. All too often, though, the
G-Man sounds and even looks like the Dark
Knight, voice stuck in breathy mutterings,
eyes burning beneath a fedora carapace.

The one consistent source of delight is Ms.
Cotillard, who won an Oscar last year for her
performance as Edith Piaf in “La Vie en Rose.”
Watch closely what she does and you still
won’t know how she does it—her scenes are
the dramatic equivalent of Ricky Jay’s card
tricks. It’s abundantly clear, though, that an
actress of singular skill has created a complex
character—smart, forthright, fearless and yet
touchingly tender—out of relatively little
screen time. Billie Frechette tells Dillinger

that she’s half American Indian; this has al-
lowed Ms. Cotillard to transpose any trace of
her own French accent into enchanting new
keys. Yet I could almost hear echoes of Piaf
singing “Mon homme” in Billie’s poignant ex-
clamation to a Chicago cop who’s been rough-
ing her up: “When my Johnny finds out how
you slapped around his girl, you know what’s
going to happen to you, fat boy.”

John Dillinger was a purposeful criminal,
and Michael Mann is a purposeful director.
That’s not to equate the career categories,
only to say that Mr. Mann makes movies with
distinctive looks (often dark) and distinctive
perspectives (often distant). Several set
pieces serve as reminders, if any are needed,
of his virtuosity: a trackdown in an apple or-
chard; a precision-planned jailbreak; a playful

interlude involving J. Edgar Hoover in a news-
reel. Best of all, he does a bravura dramatiza-
tion of the FBI’s botched attempt to capture
Dillinger and his gang at a rustic lodge in
northern Wisconsin.

To find tonal variety in the moral and vi-
sual darkness of “Public Enemies,” Mr. Mann
and his masterful cinematographer, Dante
Spinotti, chose high-definition digital equip-
ment, which shines in low-light situations, in-
stead of using film, which needs more light
but yields greater nuance. The results can be
sumptuous, as well as shadowy; an overhead
shot, in blacks and browns, of the Dillinger
gang entering a bank; a nighttime media cir-
cus, 1930s version, lit by news photographers’
flares; a remarkable re-creation of the FBI’s
ambush outside Chicago’s Biograph theater,
where Dillinger went to see a Clark Gable gang-
ster film called “Manhattan Melodrama.” The
scene inside the theater is fascinating too;
Dillinger connects intensely with Gable’s
Blackie Gallagher, whose personality is as exu-
berant as Dillinger’s is muted. Yet our connec-
tions with “Public Enemies” remain abstract.
The darkness and the distance kill the fun.

‘Ice Age: Dawn of the
Dinosaurs’

If you think it was tough being a mammoth
in the Ice Age, imagine how it was for two
mammoths forced to carry the lion’s share of
the plot in the first two “Ice Age” films. Fortu-
nately for them, if not for the cause of enlight-
enment, “Ice Age: Dawn of the Dinosaurs,”
conflates the planet’s history by 65 million
years so that Manny and Ellie, who are about
to become parents, can share the screen, how-
ever warily, with a couple of T-rexes and other
denizens of the Cretaceous period. The pro-
ducers’ decision makes commercial sense.
There’s only so much drama to be found in Ice
Age creatures, and only so much visual vari-
ety to be found in ice. But the strategy, like the
series’ latest edition, soon melts down. “Ice
Age” continues to depend heavily, and I mean
heavily, on those trudging mammoths, and on
a couple of squirrels—the previously ador-
able Scrat having been given a girlfriend—
who work their acorn routine to death.

The movie is pleasant enough for kids and
will surely play to large numbers of them dur-
ing the summer: If 80% of success is showing
up, the main component of box-office success
is filling a need. But there’s also a sense of in-
eptness in a script that constantly reaches,
with only modest success, for amusing things
that the mammoths and their friends can do.

By Michelle Kung

SEATTLE-BASED filmmaker Lynn Shelton
may be a happily married mother of

one, but the 43-year-old writer/director of
“Humpday”—a comedy-drama about two
childless thirtysomething friends (Mark Du-
plass, Joshua Leonard) who are drawn into
a sexually charged dare—had no problem
identifying with her film’s antsy male pro-
tagonists. (The film opens in limited release
this weekend.)

“In my film, these two dudes may be the
main characters, but what I’m really explor-
ing is the universal idea of the self—learn-
ing how to be true to the vision we have of
ourselves, and how we’re constantly disap-
pointing ourselves as we get older,” says
Ms. Shelton. “It’s like when Mike Leigh gets
asked about only making films about
women. He always replies that he’s just
making movies about people, and that’s ex-
actly how I feel.”

In the movie, Mr. Duplass plays Ben,
who is settling into married life and work-
ing on having his first child. His sedate life
is interrupted when his artsy, carefree pal
Andrew arrives unexpectedly. Both men are
jealous of each other’s lives. Despite the

fact that both are
straight, neither is will-
ing to back off from a
dare to act in a gay por-
nographic film together
because each man wants
to prove that he is edgier
than the other.

Shot in true indepen-
dent style over 10 days
for a shoestring budget,
“Humpday” was born out
of Ms. Shelton’s desire to

work with Mr. Duplass, an actor/filmmaker
known for his cinematic experimentations
with “Mumblecore,” a film genre known for
its ultra-low budgets and focus on personal
relationships.

Ms. Shelton, who has “no relationship
with the traditional film industry,” also
waited until she had the funds to self-pro-
duce the film, so she wouldn’t have to
worry about making it commercially viable.

The director, who has made several
other small-budget films, also made the de-
cision to have her actors improvise all of
their lines, though she did spell out each
scene’s emotional arc for them.

“Instead of rehearsing, we talked things
out, and then I turned on two cameras,”
says Ms. Shelton, who adds that she was
limited, because of cost, to only two or
three takes per scene. “I’m usually pretty
hands off because I know I’ll be able to ex-
ert my narrative control in the editing
room later on,” she says.

Mr. Leonard, best known for co-starring
in “The Blair Witch Project,” says he appre-
ciated Ms. Shelton’s approach.

“Even though there wasn’t a script and
Mark and I didn’t know the film’s ending
when we started, shooting the film in se-
quence helped us find the emotional beat of
our characters,” says Mr. Leonard. “I’d love
to make more money and to work with the
Johnny Depps of the world, but I’ll also
never want to give up the excitement, and
old-fashioned, punk-rock feel of making a
real down-and-dirty film like ‘Humpday.’”
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JOE MORGENSTERN

Johnny Depp and Marion
Cotillard in ‘Public Enemies’;
below, an ‘Ice Age’ critter.

Actors Mark Duplass (left) and Joshua Leonard in
‘Humpday’; above, the film’s director Lynn Shelton.

v Film

‘Humpday’:
A dare too far
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S
TYLE BOOKS CAN be more
than “how to wear this, how
not to embarrass yourself in

that.” If you define style broadly,
there is nary a corner of our lives un-
affected by style, from the cars we
drive to how we text.

The symbols that enable us to
recognize, for better or worse,
class, wealth, education, eccentric-
ity, even a sense of humor—that’s
style. It’s not just that an Hermès Bir-
kin bag identifies a woman as rich
and style-conscious; the uplifted ca-
dence that makes a statement

sound like a question is a style of
speech that identifies the speaker
as 20something. Is a person who
lives in a Tudor home more conser-
vative than someone who lives in a
post-modern loft? Style is the way
we interpret each other, usually un-
consciously, through how we look
and behave.

Books that poke fun, advise or
otherwise shed light on style have
been piling up on my desk. My favor-
ites are those that help determine
when we’re interpreting all those
signals correctly and how we can
send the signals we want. Here are
some of my recent picks:

I have been BlackBerrying with
both thumbs since reading “How
Not to Act Old: 185 Ways to Pass for
Phat, Sick, Hot, Dope, Awesome, or
at Least Not Totally Lame,” by Pam-
ela Redmond Satran (HarperCol-
lins). Until I read this book, which is
due out in August, I hadn’t actually
realized that texting with one’s in-
dex finger is a sign of age. It also
hadn’t dawned on me that it was pos-
sible to “Facebook old” (or even to
use Facebook as a verb). Ms. Sat-
ran’s take on the latest generation
gap is as insightful as it is entertain-
ing—a comic blend of advice and an-
thropology that skewers both
young and old.

The book is arranged as a series
of rules, such as “#54 Don’t Fear
Rap,” in which Ms. Satran offers
nine “easy listenin’” songs, includ-
ing Soulja Boy’s “Crank Dat Dance”
and Ludacris’s “Midnight Train.” In
a section called “15 Cool Dead Fa-
mous People,” Ms. Satran suggests
it is OK to name-drop Abraham Lin-
coln, Coco Chanel and Kurt Cobain
in the same sentence.

By the way, your Birkenstocks
are OK again: Rule #183 lists eight
items of hipster gear that even old-
ies can wear, including Ray-Bans
with prescription lenses and, yes, or-
thopedic sandals from Germany.

Our culture worships youth.
Why not learn to speak the lan-
guage, even if you’re not a native?

As long as we’re mocking young
and old, let’s ridicule the rich. With
astoundingly poor timing, “The Offi-
cial Filthy Rich Handbook (How The
Other .0001% Lives)” by Christo-
pher Tennant (Workman Publish-
ing) came out last year, just before
the recession. Public fascination
with consumerism has since turned
to rage at the haves who left so
many others having not.

That’s too bad, because as Bernie
Madoff heads off to do 150 years in a
new set of pinstripes, it seems
timely to poke fun at the luxury life
he once led. Sure, it may re-stimu-
late your anger, but they say that
laughter is the best therapy.

The types described in the
book’s “Preppy Handbook”-style
mock profiles, such as “The Specula-
tor” (“Money’s just a way of keepin’
score”) and “The Impresario
(“Money ain’t a thang, it’s every-
thing”), have real-life counterparts
on our front pages today. Members
of Congress or the SEC may want to
consider Mr. Tennant’s top picks for
the best countries best to stash your
cash in—Liechtenstein, the Mar-
shall Islands, Monaco and Liberia.

If you prefer a total lack of irony,
“Style Evolution, How to Create Age-
less Personal Style in Your 40s and
Beyond,” by Kendall Farr (Penguin
Group) offers advice practically
worth sticky-noting on your com-
puter monitor. “The softer a wom-
an’s body becomes, the more struc-
ture she needs in her clothes.” Truer
words were never writ.

Author and stylist Ms. Farr picks
up where “How Not to Act Old”
leaves off—without the humor.

“What does it mean to have reached
middle age in a time of celebrity adu-
lation, youth obsession, stripper cul-
ture and the Real Housewives fran-
chise?” she asks.

“For starters, it means you are
likely to be confused and frustrated
when you shop for new clothes.”

Boomers created our youth ob-
session, so it’s ironic that they (and
the Gen-Xers who followed) might
now need a book to deal with it. This
is a dual pep talk and primer for
those of us whose style hasn’t
evolved since our first full-time job.
As with any fashion book—and fash-
ion itself—the trend-conscious ele-
ments of this one will have a shelf
life of only a few years. But the clas-
sic parts will remain. For instance,
when buying a scarf, be sure the ex-
posed ends are nicely finished.

With little concern about age,
Bridget Brennan, chief executive of
a consulting company called Female
Factor, suggests that many busi-

nesses are missing out by not cater-
ing to women. In “Why She Buys,
The New Strategy for Reaching the
World’s Most Powerful Consumers”
(Crown Business), Ms. Brennan is
all about commerce as she observes,
“If the consumer economy had a
sex, it would be female. If the busi-
ness world had a sex, it would be
male. And therein lies the pickle.”

Ms. Brennan attributes the suc-
cess of the Wii gaming device to Nin-
tendo’s smart catering to women’s
sensibilities. I concur, having in my
household refused all manner of evil
gun-toting videogames and then
caved to the Wii device based on its
purported athletic offerings. No
bloody death toll? I’m in.

Women care about details, Ms.
Brennan argues, hilariously dissing a
BMW salesman’s sorry attempt to
sell her a car with flimsy cup holders.

This book isn’t groundbreaking.
Procter & Gamble realized decades
ago that women make most con-

sumer decisions. But Ms. Brennan
explores the marketing opportuni-
ties offered by trends such as de-
layed marriage, divorce and cod-
dled kids—all of which leave women
making even more buying deci-
sions.

She argues that women are more
likely to describe a product or ser-
vice to friends—and to feel a sense
of obligation to spread the news. “I
love your new dress,” a woman says
to her friend. “Bloomingdale’s!” the
friend responds. Are we a market-
er’s dream, or what?

Weirdly, there’s also business
acumen worth absorbing in “Bring-
ing Home the Birkin: My Life In Hot
Pursuit of the World’s Most Coveted
Handbag,” by Michael Tonello (Wil-
liam Morrow). I expected to dislike
this book, or at least to yawn as I
skimmed it, but it turned out to be a
snarky, real-life adventure tale that
I could barely put down.

As Mr. Tonello pursues a career
as an Hermès re-seller on eBay, he
encounters romance, espionage,
tragedy, even thugs. Great literature
it doesn’t attempt to be. But it sheds
light on the limited-edition luxury
business that Hermès and its breth-
ren would prefer to keep shrouded.

The business concept, in a nut-
shell, is enforced scarcity. Anyone
who has placed her name on a hand-
bag waiting list should digest this:
“What a RESERVED sign on a croc
bag in the window told me was (a)
they definitely had a Birkin and (b) I
needed to add about a grand to the
formula to ensure they would crack
and sell it to me,” Mr. Tonello writes.

If ever there’s been a must-read
book about the deeply non-frivolous
role of fashion in our lives, this is it:
“Love, Loss and What I Wore,” by Il-
ene Beckerman (Algonquin Books of
Chapel Hill). Deceptively simple and
artfully illustrated, it’s actually a
saga, yet short enough to be di-
gested over aperitifs. Starting with
her 1940s childhood, the author re-
calls with startling detail the clothes
she wore at key and mundane events
in her life. “The spring after my
mother died, my father took me to B.
Altman’s department store on Fifth
Avenue to buy a dress for my thir-
teenth birthday,” she writes.

It’s a quite a feat to combine a
tragedy and a shopping trip in a sin-
gle sentence. With that, Ms. Becker-
man’s closet of lovingly home-sewn
clothes begins to become a store-
bought wardrobe that will fuel her
through dating, marriage and a full
life.

By Christopher John Farley

SEVEN YEARS AGO, when Björk
was pregnant, she decided it

was a good idea to also prepare
for the delivery of something
else: a concert album.

The Icelandic singer-song-
writer had been recording her
concerts for years, but had
never gotten around to going
through all the material she had
compiled. “I decided to use my
nesting hormones to go through
10 years of live recordings,” she
says.

Ísadóra, Björk’s second child,
was born in 2002. Her new live
album, “Voltaic,” a CD/DVD set
that was inspired by some of
the archival work she did during
her pregnancy, was released last
week. The album features songs
that Björk performed during her
Volta tour in 2007.

The 43-year-old singer makes
music that melds edgy beats
with dreamlike lyrics. She’s
known for her whimsical, some-
times provocative ideas,
whether in fashion (she fa-
mously wore a dress shaped like
a swan to the 2001 Academy
Awards) or in music (she drew

criticism from Chinese authori-
ties for performing her song
“Declare Independence” in
Shanghai in 2008 and saying “Ti-
bet” at the close of the num-
ber).

Björk says her songs often ar-
rive in two parts—the melodies
come to her first, and then she
searches for the right words to
match. The melody for “Hyper-
ballad,” one of the songs on the
new live set, haunted her for
some time before she finally
wrote it down. “It’s good when
you have that kind of trust with

your subconscious that you can
not try to catch a melody or
hunt it and if it comes back it
means it’s good enough,” she
says.

She believes that melodies
are ancient things, “buried deep
in our genes,” and are found,
not created: “Melody is the
most intuitive part of the work
for me. I just try to let them
happen.” Words are harder. She
will sit with a cup of tea and try
to summon up lyrics. In recent
years, she’s been inspired by
E.E. Cummings. One track on
the new release, “Sonnets/Unre-
alities XI,” draws from his po-
etry. “If I was like a hundred-
times better poet I would write
like him,” she says.

Iceland has been hard hit by
the global downturn, and Björk
has traveled across the country
to motivate her fellow citizens
to start small “home-grown”
companies. “Artists never know
when or if or where their next
idea is going to come from,” she
says. “In recession times, the ex-
perience of being an artist is
helpful to people to try to in-
spire them.”

Of Birkins and BlackBerrys: Top style books
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Mother of invention: Björk’s live album

On Style
CHRISTINA BINKLEY
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Linz: “Höhenrausch” or “Thrill
of the Heights” is the last of a three-
part exhibition series celebrating
Linz’s status as European Capital of
Culture 2009. The first part put art
in the city’s shop windows; the sec-
ond used abandoned tunnels under
the city. This exhibition, staged by
the Offenes Kulturhaus (better
known as OK) museum spreads out
on the Austrian city’s rooftops.

Seeing the show’s 25 installa-
tions requires an unusual ascent.
Atelier Bow-Wow (Japanese artists
Yoshiharu Tsukamoto and Momoyo
Kaijima) built a wooden stairway
and connecting paths called “Linz
Super Branch” (2009), which lead
from the OK attic to the roof. The 69
stairs plus ramps and paths connect
the museum with the adjacent roofs
of the Ursuline Church, a parking ga-
rage and shopping center.

Spanish artist Maider López re-
cycles a Ferris wheel to create “High
Wheel” (2009). Visitors ride it for
two minutes, or about 10 revolu-
tions, with a great view of Linz. The
artistic element emerges when a

video of the red-and-green ride elim-
inates the structural elements (red)
through use of a red camera filter,
leaving the gondolas (green) float-
ing through the air like flying sau-
cers.

Several works take off on a bal-
loon theme. In “Lightness, the Way
to Let You Lighter” (2000), by Tai-
wan artist Shih-Yung Ku, a video pro-
jection on a kaleidoscopic screen
shows a man blowing up a balloon
until it becomes so large it trans-
ports him into space. The same art-
ist’s “Bubble Man” (2006) is the re-
sult: a huge balloon with a figure
clinging to it. Austrian artist Martin
Music uses 5,000 helium balloons
(weather permitting) to rise to the
occasion in his performance piece
called “Music in the Sky 2” (2008).
Indonesia’s Fiona Tan photographs
people suspended from balloons. In
her video “Tilt” (2003), a baby in a
harness attached to a bunch of
white balloons rises laughing to the
ceiling, while the viewers hold their
breath.

There are other works of
whimsy. “Paradise Garden” (2009)
is Mali Wu’s answer to the convent
herb garden. In this version the
herbs are growing the roof of the
17th-century convent building.
With “Rain Dance” (1998-2009),
American artist Paul DeMarinis
taps out a series of tunes using wa-
ter. Visitors participate by walking
under a succession of musically at-
tuned shower heads using umbrel-
las, which act as sound resonance
chambers. Singin’ in the rain is op-
tional.  

—Mariana Schroeder
Until Oct. 31
www.ok-centrum.at

For mix of opera and mythology,
Aix marks the spot this summer

Fiona Tan’s ‘Tilt’ (2003).

Aix-en-Provence: Ancient
mythology is the theme of this
year’s music festival in Aix-en-
Provence, starting off with Rich-
ard Wagner’s “Götterdäm-
merung,” the final installment
of the festival’s four-year presen-
tation of the composer’s “Ring
of the Niebelungen” (co-pro-
duced with the Salzburg Easter
Festival).

By far the best and most co-
herent production of director
Stéphane Braunschweig’s four-
part version here, the nearly six-
hour “Götterdämmerung” (until
July 12) is a tour de force led by
the Berliner Philharmonic Or-
chestra conducted by Simon Rat-
tle. But if the orchestra—playing
the Ring for the first time in 40
years—is the supernova of the
show, it is well served by a cast
of superb singers, including
bass-baritone Gerd Grochowski
as a debonair and oddly sympa-
thetic Gunther; Russian bass
Mikhail Petrenko as a cigar-puff-
ing, villainous Hagen; Swedish
mezzo-soprano Anne Sophie von
Otter holding her own as Wal-
traute, a role that might have
been too big for her voice; and
especially Swedish soprano Kata-
rina Dalayman dominating the
stage as Brünnhilde. Canadian
tenor Ben Heppner sings a near-
perfect Siegfried, although his
portrayal of country-bumpkin
innocence occasionally verges
on cartoonish.

French director Olivier Py
plays havoc with ancient Greek
legend in his stylized, all black-
silver-and-white, modern-dress
version of Mozart’s “Idomeneo”
(until July 17). In the original,
Idomeneo, King of Crete, is
caught in a tempest at sea while
returning home from the Trojan
war, and he promises Neptune
that, if he and his ship are
saved, he will sacrifice the first
person he sights on shore; that

turns out to be his own son, Ida-
mante, who is in love with the
captured Trojan princess Ilia.
But in place of captured Tro-
jans, Mr. Py gives us black Afri-
can boat people being abused by
Cretan soldiers with Hamas-
Hezbollah balaclava masks and
assault rifles; a Princess Ilia in
blackface; and ballet interludes
for some gory, blood-smeared
and amateurishly choreo-
graphed instant replay of scenes
already sung. It’s all set on sec-
tions of metal scaffolding con-
stantly being pushed, pulled and
spun around by black-clad stage-
hands.

But a terrific cast—including
American tenor Richard Croft in
the title role, French tenor Yann
Beuron as Idamante, Belgian so-
prano Sophie Karthäuser as Ilia,
and French soprano Mireille De-
lunsch as Electra—sings
Mozart’s beautiful score so val-
iantly that all is not lost.

Composer Jacques Offenbach
took great liberties with the leg-

end of “Orpheus in the Under-
world” (until July 20) too, but
to delightful comic effect. In-
stead of racing down to Hades
to rescue his abducted wife Eu-
rydice, Offenbach’s Orpheus—a
philandering second-string vio-
linist—would far prefer to leave
his equally unfaithful spouse to
the devil, but he’s forced to go
after her by Public Opinion—a
1940s-style gossip columnist
armed with a Speed Graphic
camera. Offenbach was poking
lots of lyrical fun at Napoleon
III and Second Empire Parisian
society with his 1858 operetta,
and here a cast of enthusiastic
young singers from the Aix festi-
val’s European Academy of Mu-
sic has a wonderful time portray-
ing Jupiter, Juno, Venus, Cupid
and Mercury (whizzing around
on a bike with winged training
wheels) and their fellow Olympi-
ans as they storm down to have
a helluva lot of fun in Pluto’s
realm.  —Judy Fayard

www.festival-aix.com

Now playing at
Parasol: artists
who love a parade

v Top Picks

Up on the roof:
Linz exhibition
reaches for the sky
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Above, a scene from Jacques Offenbach’s ‘Orpheus in the Underworld.’

‘Ghost Float’ (2004), by Amy O’Neill,
outside London’s Parasol Unit
Foundation for Contemporary Art.

Above, Gerd Grochowski as Gunther (left) and Ben
Heppner as Siegfried in ‘Götterdämmerung.’
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London: Parasol Unit Founda-
tion for Contemporary Art—wacky
name, wacky but ambitious new
public artspace—is in Islington. Its
garden currently contains a sculp-
ture by Amy O’Neill called “Ghost
Float” (2004), part of the stimulat-
ing show, “Parades and Proces-
sions: Here Comes Everybody.”
Ms. O’Neill’s float is covered en-
tirely in white vinyl bands and rib-
bons, but without drum major-
ettes or beauty queens waving to
the crowds from it, it looks like an
object designed by some alien cul-
ture for a completely mysterious
purpose.

Organized groups of people go-
ing somewhere in a linear forma-
tion, usually for a religious pur-
pose, must be as old as any reli-
gion of which we have historical
documentation (the catalog could
have shown a little more intellec-
tual rigor in this respect).

It’s a nifty idea, though, to put
together a show about the phe-
nomenon that omits the usual sus-
pects: Instead of flagellating Span-
ish penitents there is Jeremy
Deller’s “A Social Parade” (2004)
showing people in San Sebastian
frolicking. Instead of a Ku Klux
Klan march, we get Mr. Deller’s
“Veteran’s Day Parade, the End of
the Empire” (2002) with kids in
military uniforms holding a cross
topped with an American flag.

There is much to amuse in this
good-sized, good-natured exhibi-
tion. Rachel Hovnanian’s photo-
graph “Simone’s Gloves” (2009) is
a nicely framed picture of some
implausibly long (about 160cm)
evening gloves.

But I most enjoyed Francis
Alÿs’s untitled 2002 installation
and film depicting the temporary
move of the Museum of Modern
Art from 53rd Street to Long Is-
land City, in which the artist per-
suaded MoMA to place reproduc-
tions of some of its most well-
known works of art (along with
the artist Kiki Smith) on handheld
wooden palanquins and process
over the Queensboro Bridge, their
path strewn with rose petals and
followed by a Peruvian brass
band.  

—Paul Levy
Until July 24
www.parasol-unit.org
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On the Waterfront / by Brendan Emmett Quigley & Francis Heaney

THE JOURNAL CROSSWORD / Edited by Mike Shenk

Last Week’s Solution

WSJ.com

Crossword online
For an interactive 

version of The Wall 
Street Journal Crossword, 

WSJ.com subscribers 
can go to 

WSJ.com/WeekendJournal

Across
 1 Malia’s little sister
 6 City on a bay, 

informally
 12 Yard sale caution
 16 Penultimate

letter
 19 Typeface that 

resembles 
Helvetica

 20 Overhaul

 21 Crème caramel : 
France :: ___ : Spain

 22 Part of many 
California place 
names

 23 Dockworkers’ 
urgings?

 25 Warbird fliers in 
the “Star Trek” 
universe

 27 Fended off

 28 Live
 29 “Where should we 

catch crawfish?” 
reply, perhaps?

 30 Lime layer
 31 Ancient assembly 

places
 33 Georgia O’Keeffe 

Museum home
 34 The Bermuda 

Triangle, e.g.?

 37 Abbreviation in the 
lyrics of Aretha’s 
“Respect”

 39 Stock response?
 40 U. of Md.’s league
 41 Moviefone’s owner
 42 Get a bad mark on?
 44 “The Playboy of the 

Western World” 
playwright

 48 Blasted

 51 “You’ll never get me to fund 
the TVA!”?

 54 Hardened
 55 Bullet follower
 56 Went out
 57 Usher’s offering
 58 Dried out
 59 Sharp ridges
 61 Org. led by Baryshnikov 

in the 1980s
 62 Unisex fragrance introduced 

in 1996
 63 Scottish body of water that 

connects to another?
 67 Columbo portrayer
 70 Hosp. areas
 71 Harangue
 72 Turn color, maybe
 76 License number?
 77 Colleague of Safer, Kroft 

and Pelley
 79 Jumble
 80 “It’d be my pleasure”
 81 Jetty support, for example?
 84 Pixar’s Lightning McQueen, 

for one
 85 Yemen’s capital
 86 Massive athletes
 87 Work between the wings
 88 USSR successor
 89 ___ de coeur
 91 Autonomous computer 

program
 92 Conversation about 

a narrow channel?
 96 Subject studied 

by Isaac Newton
 100 Aaron Burr’s birthplace
 102 Fare
 103 Laborer near the mouth 

of a river?
 105 Shiny-leafed plant
 106 Fancy
 109 Succeeds
 110 Protection for a stream?
 112 “The Faerie Queene” woman
 113 Anaheim Angels owner 

Moreno
 114 Control
 115 Some options

 116 Stroke
 117 Oenophile’s concern
 118 Model of the solar system
 119 It may have a pilot

Down
 1 Football tackle Warren 

who competed on 
“Dancing With the Stars”

 2 La Scala solo
 3 Group founded

by John Muir
 4 Singer Emmylou
 5 Kind of skiing
 6 Wilma’s hubby
 7 Court matter
 8 “We’re on”
 9 Grow sick of
 10 Apple gizmo
 11 Corrida call
 12 Natural hairstyle
 13 Applies the brakes
 14 2001 Sean Penn film
 15 Like some pliers
 16 Desert basin
 17 Dusty Springfield’s 

“___ a Preacher Man”
 18 Progeny
 24 Ejection penalty in soccer
 26 One of Michael’s sisters
 29 Goddess of dark places
 31 Feel awful
 32 Env. abbreviation
 34 Wise guys
 35 Thrifty prefix
 36 Heavy weight
 38 Groups of swingers?
 42 Every so often
 43 Eat like a rabbit

 45 Sask. neighbor
 46 Duds
 47 One-named supermodel
 49 Inferior merchandise
 50 Windows Vista theme
 51 Rte. from Santa Monica 

to Jacksonville
 52 Coup ___
 53 Kill, in a way
 55 Place to get stout
 59 “Star Trek” director J.J.
 60 Starbucks logo creature
 62 Bisque fleck
 64 John P. Marquand’s 

fictional secret agent
 65 Hops-drying kiln
 66 Everglades snapper
 67 Website conveniences
 68 Orinoco makeup
 69 Spare
 73 Minor misdeed
 74 Web biz
 75 From Oslo, to natives
 77 Run off
 78 West ___ (highest 

point in County Fife)

 80 Queen born in 
100-Across

 82 Blue blood vessels?
 83 Third of a triad
 84 Camcorder maker
 87 Sanctuary
 90 Arrival phrase
 92 ___-faire
 93 “Have a taste!”
 94 Talking points
 95 Pawed
 96 Make sense
 97 Soprano Mitchell
 98 Slippage preventer
 99 Meeting place of 

February 1945
 101 Bell Atlantic

employee
 104 D-back, e.g.
 106 “Teach Your Children” 

group, for short
 107 455, in old Rome
 108 ___quam videri 

(North Carolina motto)
 110 Compadre
 111 Wine aperitif

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26

27 28 29

30 31 32 33

34 35 36 37 38 39

40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47

48 49 50 51 52 53

54 55 56 57

58 59 60 61 62

63 64 65 66

67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75

76 77 78 79 80

81 82 83 84

85 86 87 88

89 90 91 92 93 94 95

96 97 98 99 100 101 102

103 104 105 106 107 108

109 110 111

112 113 114 115

116 117 118 119
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By David Mermelstein

Santa Monica, Calif.
How apt that the filmmaker

Agnès Varda chose a house near
the sea in which to sit for an in-
terview about her latest, maybe
final, motion picture: “Les Plages
d’Agnès” (“The Beaches of Ag-
nès”), which opened last week in
New York and Los Angeles.

The film—a documentary, like
all her work for the past 15
years—is something of a sum-
ming up, a cinematic autobiogra-
phy that touches on Ms. Varda’s
most famous films, her marriage
to the French director Jacques
Demy and a lifelong desire to ex-
plore and prod—all seen through
the prism of the beaches (literal
and metaphoric) that have demar-
cated her extraordinary life.

The Brussels-born Ms. Varda,
now age 81, remains the stout,
grandmotherly figure film lovers
will recall from “The Gleaners
and I” (2000), a playful and pro-
found meditation on consumption
and waste.

Her new film (which she pre-
fers to call a “hybrid” rather than
a documentary, because of some
whimsical set pieces) is more in-
ward-looking, but there is noth-
ing sentimental about it. Tears
are unwelcome even in Ms. Var-
da’s most downbeat films, such
as “Vagabond” (1985), a riveting
account of a female drifter’s de-
mise, or “Le Bonheur” (1965), in
which a mother’s death barely af-
fects her family’s happiness.

“It’s a collage, a free-associa-
tion of ideas,” Ms. Varda said of
“Beaches” over afternoon tea, her

signature short bob evoking a
monk’s tonsure, with gray at the
crown giving way to reddish-
brown bangs. “I introduce many
people I love—friends, advisers, tal-
ent—but there are others I didn’t
mention, like Bernardo Bertolucci,
whom I’ve known since he was 21.
It’s not that this one is important,
and this one is not. It’s the fluidity
of memory, in and out.”

She eschews categories. “I think
we should get rid of genres,” she
said. “I always did documentaries
and features. Documentaries teach
you a lot: to look at people, to get
inspiration, knowledge, courage.
Even people who want to do fic-
tion should do documentaries.”

Ms. Varda, whose family fled
Belgium for France during World
War II, began her career as a still
photographer in the late 1940s,
shooting actors on stage. But
though her photos are accom-
plished, she hungered for some-
thing more.

“I found photography too si-
lent,” she said. “I wrote my
first film like people do poetry
and put it in a drawer, not
thinking I could realize it.” The
film was “La Pointe Courte”
(1954), which alternates be-
tween two narratives—one inti-
mate, the other collective. But the
picture’s milestone status rests on
its anticipation of the French New
Wave later that decade.

Ms. Varda has little patience
for labels. “I’m not part of any-
thing and never was. I had no
training in filmmaking and was
not even a cinephile,” she said, not-
ing that she had seen fewer than
10 movies (among them “Snow

White” and “Children of Para-
dise”) when she made her first.

Yet she never lacked for confi-
dence. “The minute I finished that
film, I was a filmmaker,” she said.

But “La Pointe Courte” did not
make money, and Ms. Varda, hav-
ing started at the top as the
writer-director of a full-length

film, had nowhere to go but
down—or so it seemed until Alain
Resnais, who edited the picture,
suggested an alternative route:
making shorts. By her own count,
Ms. Varda has filmed 17 of them,
from three to 30 minutes each.
She kept making them even after

achieving lasting fame with the
feature “Cleo From 5 to 7” (1962),
her Palme d’Or-nominated, real-
time chronicle of a pop singer
awaiting the results of a biopsy.

Beyond her own work, Ms.
Varda is best known for her rela-
tionship with Jacques Demy, the
writer-director of “The Umbrellas
of Cherbourg” (1964). “It was a
strong love affair,” she said of
their 30-year bond, which eventu-
ally resulted in marriage and two
children. “Sometimes difficult,
but a strong one, yes.”

The relationship, which
ended with Demy’s death in
1990, even surmounted a split in
the early 1980s when the couple
lived in California. “A couple is
a big adventure, and some adven-
tures have adventures within
the adventure,” said Ms. Varda,

attributing the union’s
longevity to a lack of
competition between
the two filmmakers.

“We got the same rec-
ognition even though we

were not doing the same
kinds of cinema,” she

said. “Besides, we
couldn’t be in competition

because I couldn’t do what
he did, even as I admired his

films. And he felt the same.”
Demy was reported to have

died of a cerebral hemorrhage
brought on by leukemia, but Ms.
Varda acknowledges in her new
film, almost matter-of-factly,
that he died of AIDS. “I spoke of
it before, but not on film,” she
said, explaining what changed.
“There was no hope then. You
were condemned to die. You

don’t discuss that. The mentali-
ties are different now.”

In the wake of her husband’s
death, Ms. Varda honored him as
only she could—through film. “Jac-
quot de Nantes” (1991), “The
Young Girls Turn 25” (1993) and
“The World of Jacques Demy”
(1995) together compose a thor-
ough, intimate and deeply felt por-
trait of the man she loved, and
whose memory she continues to
tend dutifully.

Ms. Varda suggests that “The
Beaches of Agnès” may be her
final feature-length film, but
that doesn’t mean she’ll stop cre-
ating. Since 2003, she has
crafted installations that unite
in a single construct still and
motion photography. “I turned
into an artist,” she said with
mock pride. “I’m doing different
things. I’m investigating what au-
diences can get from images and
sounds not in a movie theater.”

Those familiar with this film-
maker’s oeuvre can’t doubt her
sincerity—just her ability to part
from what is essentially her life’s
work. Ultimately, she confides a
certain satisfaction in her genera-
tion’s durability.

“Looking back, I’m impressed
that some of these old guys and
me didn’t stop,” she said, specifi-
cally recalling not just Mr. Resnais,
but also the directors Claude
Chabrol, Eric Rohmer, Jean-Luc Go-
dard and Jacques Rivette, all of
whom continue to make movies.
“We are still inquiring about cin-
ema. Still working, still searching.”

Mr. Mermelstein writes for the Jour-
nal on film and classical music.
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By Lance Esplund

New York
You do not have to be squea-

mish to dislike the paintings of
Francis Bacon (1909-1992), the
Irish-born British artist who
painted crucified sides of beef;
screaming popes and apes with
gaping mouths; headless bodies,
bodiless heads; and contorted,
copulating figures who resemble
balls of flayed and knotted flesh.
Your aversion to Ba-
con’s work may lie
in how, not what, he
painted. Perhaps
you, like me, favor
formal coherence
over stilted melo-
drama. The French
painter Balthus, who considered
Bacon a great friend, never cared
for his work. Aligning Bacon’s gro-
tesqueries with those of Lucian
Freud, Balthus said in a 1994 inter-
view, “The idea of craft is taken
away. And what has been given is
that strange taste for horror.”

Bacon’s “strange taste for hor-
ror” is on display at the Metropol-
itan Museum of Art, where the
artist is being honored with a cen-
tenary retrospective of some 65
paintings and an equal number of
archival items. The exhibition,
which originated at the Tate Brit-
ain, has transformed one of the
Met’s most prestigious suites of
galleries into something closer to
an amusement-park funhouse. Ba-

con worked almost exclusively
from photographs, and along
with the gory and sexually overt
scenes he painted is a densely in-
stalled gallery devoted to the art-
ist’s sources: mostly magazine
clippings and photos—including
scenes of eroticism, violence and
athleticism—as well as some
sketches and Eadweard Muy-
bridge’s photographic studies of
humans and animals in motion.

Bacon is considered by many
art-world aficiona-
dos to be one of
the most significant
and influential art-
ists of the 20th cen-
tury. But his signifi-
cance seems largely
due to the “pre-

science” with which many critics
and historians credit him. Bacon
is a standard bearer for current
art world tendencies—tendencies
that include the slick, photorealis-
tic smudges of Gerhard Richter,
the sensationalist videos of Bill
Viola, and Jenny Saville’s mon-
strosities of flesh. Perhaps in-
stead of being lauded for being
prophetic, Bacon should be sin-
gled out for influencing artists to
take the path of least resistance.

In the early 1940s, Bacon made
his name as an angst-ridden, self-
taught figurative painter in Blitz-
bludgeoned London. A Surrealist
as much as an Expressionist, Ba-
con shunned abstraction and, after
World War II, believed that the

world needed nothing less than a
viciously honest figurative art that
mirrored man’s brutality. His maca-
bre, psychosexual paintings merge
blurred, cinematic effects (after
the Futurists) and rites of torture
(after the martyrdom of saints).
Unfortunately, Bacon was first and
foremost a calculated illustrator
prone to mannerisms, hyperbole
and histrionics. His art skims the
surface of the human condition,
never getting to the real business
of psychological portraiture.

The show opens with “Crucifix-
ion” (1933) and “Three Studies
for Figures at the Base of a Cruci-
fixion” (c. 1944), the painting
that launched Bacon on the Lon-
don scene. “Crucifixion,” possibly
influenced by Rembrandt’s and
Soutine’s sides of beef or Char-
din’s “Ray,” is a black-and-white
painting of a crucified, surrealis-
tic shape—a white form that re-
sembles a ghostly skeleton or an

X-ray. “Three Studies” is a trip-
tych (a common format of Ba-
con’s). Each of its three panels
contains a monstrous phallic
form, baring teeth, that occupies
the center of an orange ground.

Many of Bacon’s paintings iso-
late the action or figure, as if on
a stage or in a circus arena,
within a single-colored void—a
technique later seen by some as a
harbinger of Pop art. The large,
bold, flat planes of color—red, or-
ange, yellow, black, gray, pink or

mint-green—are Bacon at his
best. These are the colors of pills
and waiting rooms; and Bacon
can give medicinal, almost bodily
fluid weight to these hues. Here
Bacon comes closest to some of
the religious art he emulates,
that of the Byzantine era, in
which fully formed Madonnas, for
instance, are held in tension
within the flat, gold leaf ground.
But Bacon’s forms remain carica-

tures that have no volume,
weight or tension in the plane. Ba-
con’s paintings of figures, rather
than explore an idea about isola-
tion, tend merely to leave the
paintings feeling empty.

The show, organized in loosely
chronological order, continues
through Bacon’s homosexual lov-
ers, wrestlers, murderers, self-
portraits and portraits. His paint-
ings very loosely inspired by van
Gogh and those made after
Velázquez demonstrate virtually
no understanding of what these
masters were doing.

Despite variations in subject or
approach, Bacon’s work tends to
follow the same strident path
from 1933 through 1991. Often,
while walking through the exhibit,
I felt that the single greatest prob-
lem was that Bacon abandoned
his figures too soon—that he
could not nail them, or his own
feelings about them, down. I be-
lieve that this ambivalence, fueled
by his misunderstanding of the
artists he looked up to, forced him
to rely on artifice and theatrics. In
the end, Bacon’s forms are form-
less, aborted—stillborn—as if the
artist had left them out in the
cold. Their sense of isolation and
abandonment feels not like an ex-
ploration of the frailty of the hu-
man condition but, rather, like a
shortcoming of the artist himself.

Mr. Esplund writes about art for
the Journal.

‘Three Studies for Figures at the Base of a Crucifìxion,’ c. 1944.
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New ways to win in women’s golf      The Bloomsbury Group’s design legacy

Great European drives 
for an afternoon or a weekend

Summer 
road trips

Amsterdam
photography
“Massimo Vitali” shows the large
scale works of Italian photographer
Massimo Vitali (born 1944).

Foam
Until Sept. 9
% 31-20-5516-500
www.foam.nl

Avignon
festival
“Festival d’Avignon 2009” includes in-
ternational contemporary drama and
dance performances.

Festival d’Avignon
Until July 27
% 33-4-9027-6650
www.festival-avignon.com

Barcelona
art
“Mistaken Identity by The Hilton
Brothers” exhibits 65 photgraphic
works by the American artist duo The
Hilton Brothers.

La Casa Encendida
Until Aug. 30
% 34-902-4303-22
www.lacasaencendida.es

Basel
art
“Franz West” presents 18 sculptures
and installations by the Austrian artist
Franz West (born 1947).

Fondation Beyeler
Until Sept. 6
% 41-61-6459-700
www.beyeler.com

Berlin
art
“Free within Limits: Fashion, Photogra-
phy, Underground in the GDR 1979-89”
explores East Germany’s fashion sub-
culture.

Kunstgewerbemuseum
Until Sept. 13
% 49-30-2664-2304-0
www.smb.museum

Bonn
art
“Christ Imagery Among Artists in the
Rhine/Ruhr Region—Moderns Redis-
cover the Sacred 1910-1930” examines
portraits of Christ by German artists.

August Macke Haus
Until Sept. 13
% 49-228-6555-31
www.august-macke-haus.de

Brussels
art
“Fading” shows 40 works by contem-
porary Belgian artists, including paint-
ings and photographs by Luc Tuy-
mans (born 1958), Michael Borremans
(born 1963), Cindy Wright (born 1972)
and others.

Ixelles Museum
Until Sept. 13
% 32-2-515-6421
www.museedixelles.be

Budapest
photography
“Robert Capa” presents over 200 im-
ages by the Hungarian war photogra-
pher (1913-1954).

Ludwig Museum
of Contemporary Art
Until Oct. 11
% 36-1-5553-444
www.ludwigmuseum.hu

Dublin
music
“Haydn: A Bicentenary Celebration” pre-
sents an original autographed score of

one of Austrian composer Joseph
Haydn’s (1732-1809) cello concertos
and several first editions of his pub-
lished works.

Chester Beatty Library
Until Aug. 2
% 353-1-4070-750
www.cbl.ie

Edinburgh
art
“Paul & Nusch Eluard and Surrealism”
displays works by surrealist poet Paul
Eluard (1895-1952), highlighting his
friendship with his wife Maria Benz,
known as Nusch (1906-46).

Scottish National Gallery of
Modern Art and the Dean Gallery
Until Sept. 27
% 44-13-1624-6336
www.nationalgalleries.org

Helsinki
art
“Surrealism and Beyond” explores the
history and ideas of Surrealism with a
selection of work by Man Ray
(1890-1976), Max Ernst (1891-1976),
Francis Picabia (1879-1953), Salvador
Dalí (1904-89) and others.

Tennis Palace Art Museum
Until Sept. 22
% 358-9-3108-7031
taidemuseo.fi

London
history
“Henry’s Women” shows personal ob-
jects and portraits of Henry VIII’s
wives, including a lock of Kateryn
Parr’s hair and a music book written
for Anne Boleyn by one of her alleged
lovers.

Hampton Court Palace
Until Aug. 3
% 44-2031-6660-00
www.hrp.org.uk

Madrid
photography
“China: Portrait of a Country
(1949-2008)” illustrates the history of
China with images by 88 photogra-
phers.

Casa Asia Centre
Until Oct. 31
% 34-91-4202-303
casaasia.es

art
“View and Plan of Toledo” exhibits the
painting “View and Plan of Toledo” by
El Greco (1541-1614), alongside his
works “Saint Sebastian,” “Saint An-
drew and Saint Francis” and “Saint
Bernard.”

Museo Nacional del Prado
Until Nov. 1
% 34-91-3302-800
www.museodelprado.es

Montreux
music
“Montreux Jazz Festival” stages perfor-
mances by Marianne Faithfull, BB
King, Lily Allen, Steely Dan, McCoy
Tyner Trio, Jamie Cullum, George Ben-
son, John Fogerty, Seal, Grace Jones
and others.

Montreux Jazz Festival
Until July 18
% 41-900-800-800
www.montreuxjazz.com

Nice
music
“Nice Jazz Festival 2009” features con-
certs by Sonny Rollins, Alain Clark,
Tracy Chapman, BB King, James Tay-
lor, Chick Corea and others.

Nice Jazz Festival
July 18-25
% 33-8926-8362-2
www.nicejazzfestival.fr

Paris
art
“Laurent de La Hyre 1606-1656” dis-
plays 30 drawings by the French Ba-
roque artist Laurent de la Hyre,
founder of the French Royal Academy
of Painting and Sculpture.

Musée du Louvre
Until Sept. 21
% 33-1-4020-5050
www.louvre.fr

art
“Max Ernst, ‘A Week of Kindness’—the
Original Collages” shows works by Ger-
man Surrealist artist Max Ernst
(1891-1976) from his famous collage
novel “A Week of Kindness,” published
1934 in Paris.

Musée d’Orsay
Until Sept. 13
% 33-1-4049-4814
www.musee-orsay.fr

Perugia
music
“Umbria Jazz Festival 2009” includes
performances by Paolo Conte, Steely
Dan, Simply Red and others.

Associazione Umbria Jazz
Until July 19
% 39-075-573-2432
www.umbriajazz.com

Rotterdam
music
“North Sea Jazz Festival 2009” in-
cludes performances by BB King,
George Benson, Duffy, Burt Bacharach,
Charlie Haden and Seal.

Until July 12
% 31-900-1010-2020
www.northseajazz.com

Stockholm
music
“Stockholm Jazz Festival 2009” fea-
tures The Blind Boys of Alabama,
Joss Stone, Little Feat, Allen Toussaint
and others.

July 15-July 19
% 46-8-4403-090
www.stockholmjazz.com

Venice
art
“Robert Rauschenberg: Gluts” exhibits
a selection of 40 sculptures by the
American artist Robert Rauschenberg
(1925-2008) made up of found metal
objects such as gas-station signs and
auto parts.

Peggy Guggenheim Collection
Until Sept. 20
% 39-041-2405-411
www.guggenheim-venice.it

Vienna
dance
“Impulstanz 2009” presents contempo-
rary dance performances, including Ro-
sas group with Anne Teresa De Keers-
maeker in “The Song,” Chris Haring
and liquid loft & Jin Xing Dance The-
atre staging “Lovely Liquid Lounge,”
Ultima Vez & alt-rock band dEUS in
“NieuwZwart” and others.

July 16-Aug. 16
% 43-1-5235-558
www.impulstanz.com

Source: ArtBase Global Arts News Ser-
vice, WSJE research.

Top, Man Ray’s ‘Photograph of
Observatory Time—The Lovers’
(1932-34/1964), in Helsinki; above,
‘Xwhy’ (2005) by the Hilton Brothers,
in Barcelona.
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